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CHAPTER I

ARTS Survey Efforts

This chapter overviews the ARTS surveys designed to augment the
collection of analytical data contained in the ARTS Conceptual Model and
the Battalion Training Model. Included are brief descriptions of several
surveys either administered or studied, as veil as samplings of data and
insights that emerged. The Army Training Study Survey results are included
in this volume, while the Battalion Training Survey volume contains the
results of the Battalion Training Survey and the Training Effectiveness
Analysis (TEA) volumes contain the TEA survey data.

As the major attitudinal effort, the Army Training Study Survey was
developed to meet two objectives. The first was to gather attitudes with
regard to the Army's current thinking about the training system; the second
was to compare current attitudes with those expressed as a result of the
ground-breaking Board for Dynamic Training (BFDT) Study of 1971.

The questions which the Survey addressed concerned the operational
units' attitudes on the ARTEP and soldier's manual/SQT--how well do they
function as training assists, as standards for readiness, and as evalua-
tion tools? Another series of questions dealt with the problem of train-
ing distractors, such as post support, while a third set addressed
innovative training developments such as war gaming and simulation. The
final set of survey questions solicited opinions on the quality of present
institutional and field training programs. The link with the BFDT survey
was made through questions on training facilities and aids, training
distractors, and innovative training techniques.

The target population consisted of soldiers whom the study group
thought had the greatest influence, directly or indirectly, on the Army's
training system in the field: brigade commanders and brigade S3's; bat-
talion commanders and battalion S3's; company commanders; platoon lead-
ers, platoon sergeants, and squad leaders. The following representative
random sample of FORSCOM and USAREUR units was selected: 28 combat arms
brigades, 12 combat support brigades, and 5 combat service support brigades.

The survey was mailed during the last week in April 1978 and the study
group received 75 percent return by the third week of May. With the assis-
tance of the Military Sociology Department at the University of Maryland,
an analysis of the data was undertaken. The Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS) was used for a number of different analyses
including univariate frequency distributions as well as cross tabulations
of various responses by rank, branch, theater, and analysis of variance.
Where applicable, data was compared with the results of the BFDT survey.
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Briefly, analysis of the survey demonstrated a high degree of consis-
tency by the Army's key trainers. Although they seem to accept the pres-
ent training philosophy, they are not overwhelming in their acceptance. The
respondents may have reflected a generally complacent attitude with respr t
to training. This is demonstrated in that very few respondents answered in
the extreme, positive or negative. This apparent complacency did not vary
with rank, theater, perception of profession, or perception of the probabil-
ity of war. The survey results also show a moderately positive acceptance
of the state of training, yet there was limited proficiency demonstrated on
several training effectiveness analysis (TEA) 78 tests (63C, M6OAl WSTEA,
and Redeye field tests). The problem could be low standards of training
proficiency reflecting low expectations rather than complacency.

Univariate frequency analysis points out that post support requirements
and command directed activities are seen as the most difficult obstacles to
conducting both individual and collective training--even more than dollar,
fuel, or ammunition resource constraints. What this may mean is that unit
commanders do not believe that they have troops sufficiently available when
they need to train. Written comments to the survey echoed this analysis:
lack of time to train properly and competing priorities of higher
headquarters were mentioned most often as obstacles.

Response frequencies seemed to show that new technology, computer
modeling, and simulation devices are seen to have little value in the
training area. Through cross-tabulation analysis, however, it was discov-
ered that new technology is highly accepted by those who have had experi-
ences with it, while rejected by those who have no experience. Another
significant finding was the desire for evaluation by someone outside the
unit on an unscheduled basis. The survey also explored the need for eval-
uation of training readiness and the value of evaluation measures present-
ly in use. Respondents were asked to evaluate the effectiveness of sever-
al current training practices and guidelines and their usefulness as mea-
sures of unit training readiness, strengths, and weaknesses. After univar-
iate analysis, a rank-ordering emerged with the unit commander's evaluation
being the most effective way for the Army to evaluate unit effectiveness,

* followed by unscheduled evaluations, quarterly external evaluations, the
focused training IC, and scheduled evaluations.

Significant differences were noted when responses were analyzed by
grade of respondent. No significant differences are observed for the

method of quarterly external evaluation, but in the remaining four areas it
appears that generally higher ranking officers (0-4 through 0-6) opinions
are significantly different from those of junior officers (0-1 through 0-3),
NCOs, and enlisted personnel. The latter group gives a lower rating to the
extent of effectiveness of the unit commanders' evaluation than do the
higher ranking officers and they rate the remaining three areas (scheduled/
unscheduled evaluations, and a training IG focused on proficiency) as more
effective than 0-4 through 0-6 tended to rate them. Better objective
measurement of the training product was important to the Army's trainers.
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Analysis of the survey also demonstrated a high degree of consistency
in the perceptions of the Army's key trainers concerning the relationship
of training to readiness. Although only a few respondents thought that
the present training system (ARTEP, SM, SQT, EDRE, etc.) degraded unit
readiness in the Army as a whole, only 27 percent saw the system as
greatly improving readiness. In addition, only 23 percent saw the
training as greatly improving readiness in their own units. The survey
results also showed a moderately positive evaluation of the state of
training and unit readiness. Overall, respondents evaluated their units
current state of training readiness in tactics, weapons, support,
maintenance, and communication between "good" and "fair" rather than as
*very good."

9 Differences were observed by theater, but were not systematic. USAR-
EUR respondents reported better states of training in tactics. Respond-
ents stationed in CONUS reported better states of readiness in support
and communications. Mean responses in the areas of weapons and mainten-
ance are virtually identical. In no case is any area rated better than
good.

Differences by type of unit were observed and seemed to relate to
major mission areas of the units. For example, the lowest ratings in
tactics and weapons readiness were observed in support units. On the
other hand, the best ratings in support and maintenance were observed in
support units. No such pattern exists in the area of communications.
These observations suggest that although the general state of training is
considered to be mediocre, the units see themselves as striving for and
achieving a greater degree of readiness in their mission areas.

Rank differences tend to follow the pattern observed earlier, i.e.,
the highest ranking officers perceived conditions related to training
readiness to be better than did their subordinates. The phenomena may re-
flect an inherent problem in the Army's feedback system as in the feedback
systems of many other large organizations which have layered elements of
evaluation, testing, and reporting. In many large scale organizations,
that problem is associated with the consequences of reporting negative
findings to superiors. Rather than make such reports, some subordinates
will report "what my boss wants to hear" thus allowing the subordinates
to avoid sanctions and creating a false sense of complacency among the
ranking superior. This process may also be reflected in these findings.

The survey also tried to discover how the respondent viewed the very
important resource of time. When asked how much time they spend weekly on
certain kinds of activities and how much time they would like to spend,
the respondents indicated that they would like to devote more time each
week to all the training related items listed. They would like to spend
slightly more time per week in reading other administrative literature and
over two-thirds said they would like to spend much less time meeting post
support requirements. In particular, the respondents most likely to want
to spend more time reading adminstrative literature are the more junior
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officers and NCOs. In the area of general planning for training and small
unit training, junior officers (68 percent) and junior NCOs (55 percent)
were most likely to say they would like to spend more time; for company
size training it was primarily 0-1 through O-3s (63 percent) and O-Ss (65
percent) who wanted more time; and for larger unit training it was O-4s (59
percent), O-5s (58 percent) 0-6s (61 percent) who would most prefer to
spend more time.

Junior trainers and senior trainers to some extent saw each other as
the source of their problem. For example, junior officers and NCOs saw
higher commands as interfering with and oversupervising training, provid-
ing conflicting and changing priorities, and overloading them with de-
mands which prevented them from being able to plan and be innovative in
their training. Company grade officers and senior NCOs saw this as the
most important of four possible factors that reduce innovation in train-
ing. On the other hand, senior officers are more likely to attribute
these problems to the abilities of NCOs and junior officers, e.g., this
was seen as the number one factor (among four reducing training innova-
tion) among colonels and lieutenant colonels.

Those groups thought to be least innovative (NCOs and junior officers)
by the higher leadership, themselves perceive higher frequencies of penal-
ties and lower frequencies of reward for innovation in training than do
higher ranking leadership groups. For example, only 7 percent of 0-6s in-
dicated that they were penalized at least some of the time for innovation
in training, while 40 percent of E-5 to E-6s indicated they had been pena-
lized. On the other hand, 67 percent of the O-6s responded that they had
been rewarded at least some of the time for innovation compared to 33 per-
cent among the junior NCO group.

ARTS survey respondents indicated overwhelmingly (77 percent) that an
expanded ARTEP would be of assistance. An ARTS recommendation arising out
of the BTM and survey is that battle drill, a "how to train" portion of
ARTEP, be developed as a logical extension of the ARTEP.

In an analysis of the changes in trends over time between the Army
Training Study Survey and the Board for Dynamic Training Survey (Gorman
Survey), what stands out is there has been little apparent change of factors
thought to affect training: distractors, turbulence, and availability of

°v training material. Specific conclusions which may be drawn are:

1. Obstacles to effective training observed in the Gorman Study
are still apparently serious problems. Among the most serious reported are
(1) too many nontactical requirements imposed on the unit, (2) a shortage
of qualified NCOs, (3) the need for stronger discipline, and (4) the pro-
blem of ensuring that day-to-day training is conducted.

2. The percentage of authorized TOE strength estimated to be
needed in "present for duty" status at various organizational and rank
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levels was approximately 80 percent. This is roughly 5 percent higher
than levels estimated by the Active Army respondents in the Gorman Survey.

3. The estimated importance of several mission or problem areas
compares nearly exactly between the two surveys. The most important areas
are operational missions, small unit training, and vehicular maintenance.
Command inspections were rated as slightly more demanding by ARTS respon-
dents than in the earlier survey. Other areas are treated in greater de-
tail in Chapter II of this volume.

Analysis across all respondents indicates one overriding conclusion--
there has been little perceived change in the training environment since
1971. The environment is still seen as hostile to the conduct of "good"

training.

A second major survey effort was undertaken by the study group in May
and June to acquire the initial data to formulate a training program for
the Battalion Training Model. The survey instrument used aggregative
techniques (magnitude estimation scaling) to acquire time and frequency
data relative to individual and collective tasks and ARTEP missions, and
to assess the impact on these times and frequencies of such variables as
proficiency level, training integration, turbulence, turnover, not-present-
for-training, grade substitution, and soldier capability. Survey ques-
tions also solicited attitudes with regard to training program changes as
people, dollar, and time resources are decremented.

The survey itself was administered to 277 officers and NCOs in Mech-
anized Infantry and Armor battalions at Fort Carson, and in USAREUR, and
to students at the Sergeants Major Academy, the Command and General Staff
College, and the Army War College. Even though the survey was complex
and required a 3-5 hour response time, it was well received by most re-
spondents. The results displayed a remarkable correlation and represent
the Army's best available data on the precise training requirements of a
Mechanized/Armor task force. Survey results and analysis are contained
in the Battalion Training Survey, volumes I and II.

The ARTS TEA 78 program resulted in special surveys designed to com-
plement the testing effort of various MOSs and systems being evaluated.
Two major survey efforts were initiated--one for the Redeye (16P) and one
for the M60AI. Both were completed with the assistance of US Army TRADOC
Systems Analysis Activity and the respective schools--Air Defense and
Armor. The ARTS Redeye study collected data from 1518 gunners in all 16
divisions in CONUS, USAREUR, and Korea, while the M60Al study sampled 1288
individual tank crew members from four CONUS battalions and six USAREUR
battalions.

Attitudinal data from the Redeye survey indicates soldier dissatisfac-
tion with treatment in their units in that they are not properly used as
Redeye gunners. They believe they do not receive enough "hands-on"

I-5
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equipment training in either the Moving Target Simulator or during field
exercises. This data, plus the survey findings concerning intent to re-
enlist, support a possible relationship between good training, job satis-
faction, and reenlistment. Less than one-half of the Redeye gunners are
satisfied with their work assignments and working conditions and over 50

* percent do no* lan to reenlist.

Significant findings were also reported in the M6OAl Weapons Systems
Training Effectiveness Analyses. In CONUS, 56 percent of the crewmen (44
percent in USAREUR) claimed that less than four men were usually assigned
to their tank. When asked the question "In what areas do you feel your
tank crew needs the most training?", 68 percent responded negatively, with
many stressing the need to keep crews together longer, to fire more often,
and to eliminate other distractions which result in crewmen not being

* present for training. Further, a need for additional repair parts and
enhanced maintenance capability was expressed. The tone of these comments
indicates that poor training may have a significant impact on motivation
and morale while impacting adversely on a unit's ability to achieve
training readiness. Other surveys were conducted in 050/F and 630;
however, the sample size and the test validity do not allow reliable
insights to be drawn. A pilot effort was also made in the Training Tire
Ratio Survey as a method to study training institution/unit training

* responsibilities. This sample is too small to have confidence in the
results; however, the technique appears useful and necessary. Complete
analysis of all TEA 78 test and survey results can be found in the TEA

-. Summary volume.
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CHAPTER II

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF THE

ARMY TRAINING SYSTEM

Results of a survey conducted f or the

Army Training Study

by

John D. Blair and David R. Segal

Department of Sociology

University of Maryland

This research report was prepared for the Army Training Study under
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OVERVIEW

The Army Training Study Survey was developed to meet two objectives.

The first was to learn the field army's current thinking about the training

system; the second was to make a link over time with the groundbreaking

Board for the Dynamic Training (BFDT) or Gorman Survey of 1971.

The questions which the study addressed concerned the attitudes found

in the field on a variety of training issues: First, a series of questions

focused on how well the ARTEP and the Soldier's Manual/SQT function as

training devices, as standards for readiness, and as evaluation tools. A

second series of questions dealt with the problem of training distractors,

while a third set addressed innovative training developments such as gaming

and simulation. A fourth set of survey questions requested opinions on the

* 5.. quality of present institutional and field training programs. The link with

the Gorman Survey was made through the questions on training facilities and

aids, training distractors, and innovation.

The target population to be surveyed consisted of those people the

Study Group thought had the greatest influence, directly or indirectly, on

the Army's training system in the field: the brigade commander and brigade

S-3; the battalion commander, battalion S-3, and battalion operations ser-

6eant; and the company commander, platoon leader, platoon sergeant, and

squad leader. Based upon the 0-6 command criterion a sample of 45 FORSCOM

and USAREUP brigade-sized units was selected: 28 combat arms brigades,

12 combat support brigades, and 5 combat service support brigades. The

questionnaires were mailed to sampled units during the last week of April

1978. Seventy-five percent of the respondents (n-521) had returned their
.4...
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questionnaires by the third week of May. A breakdown of respondents by rank,

type of unit, and theater location is presented in Table 1.

A number of different analyses were undertaken. They included univari-

ate frequency distributions, cross-tabulationsand analyses of variance of

various responses by rank, type of unit, and theater. Where applicable,

findings were compared with the results of the BFDT Survey.

Analysis of the survey demonstrated a high degree of consistency in the

perceptions of the Army's key trainers. They were positive in their evalua-

tins of the present training system but not overwhelmingly so. For example,

although only a few respondents thought that the present training system

(ARTEP, SM, SQT, EDRE, etc.) degrades unit readiness in the Army as a whole,

only 27% saw the system as greatly improving readiness. In addition, only

23% saw the training system as greatly improving readiness in their own units.

The survey results also show a moderately positive evaluation of the state

of training and unit readiness. Overall, respondents evaluated their unit's

current state of training readiness in tactics, weapons, support, mainten-

ance, and communication between "good" and "fair" rather than as "very good."

The initial analysis plan (see Appendix B) called for an even more com-

plex set of analyses than are reported here. Many of these analyses were not

carried out. There are two fundamental reasons for this which, in themselves,

tell us quite a lot about the way current Army training is being viewed by

these respondents. The first is that there was, as mentioned above, consid-

erable consensus on most issues, i.e., there was little statistical variance.

This high level of consistency or consensus is quite unusual in survey research

-'' and resulted in part from respondents not using the more extreme response

categories in the questionnaire. That is, they were unlikely to evaluate some

11-3
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aspect of training or readiness as very adequate or very inadequate except

where forced to rank order items.

The second reason Is that even the differences detected could generally

not be "explained" by expected sources of variation in attitudes such as the

respondent's rank, type of unit, or theater of operation. More complex

analyses, therefore, were either not statistically appropriate or were simply

unnecessary. These kinds of findings reveal something very interesting about

the way the target population viewed Army training. This will be discussed

below after a general sumary of some of the more interesting results of our

* analysis.

Analyses of obstacles to training reveal that even more than resource

constraints such as money, fuel, or ammunition, post support requirements

and command directed activities were ranked first and second, respectively,

of 12 obstacles to both individual and collective training. What this means

is that company commanders do not have troops available when they want to

train. Written comments on the survey echoed this analysis: time to plan

for training and to train properly as well as needed relief from higher head-

quarters interference were mentioned most often.

When asked how much time they spend weekly on certain kinds of activities

and how much time they would like to spend, the respondents indicated that

they would like to devote more time each week to all the training related items

* listed. They would like to spend slightly more time per week in reading other

administrative literature and over two-thirds said they would like to spend

much less time meeting post support requirements. In particular, the

I' respondents most likely to want to spend more time reading administrative

.1 literature are the more junior officers and NCOs. In the area of

11-5
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general planning for training and small unit training, junior officers (68%)

and junior NCOs (55%) were most likely to say they would like to spend more

time; for company size training it was primarily 0-1 through O-3s (63%) and

O-5s (65%) who wanted more time and for larger unit training it was O-4s (597),

O-5s (58%) 0-6s (61%) who would most prefer to spend more time.

Junior trainers and senior trainers to some extent saw each other as

the source of their problem. For example, junior officers and NCOs saw

higher commands as interfering with and oversupervising training, providing

conflicting and changing priorities, and overloading them with demands which

prevented them from being able to plan and innovate in their training. Cor-

pany grade officers and senior NCOs saw this as the most important of four-p.

possible factors that reduce innovation in training. On the other hand,

senior officers are more likely to attribute these problems to the abilities

of NCOs and junior officers, e.g., this was seen as the number one factor

(among four reducing training innovation) among colonels and lieutenant colonels.

Those groups thought to be least innovative (NCOs and junior officers)

by the higher leadership, themselves perceive higher frequencies of penalties

and lower frequencies of reward for innovation in training than do higher

ranking leadership groups. For example, only 7% of O-6s indicated that they

were penalized at least some of the time for innovation in training, while

40% of E-5 to E-6s indicated they had been penalized. On the other hand, 67'

of the O-6s responded that they had been rewarded at least some of the time

for innovation compared to 33% among the junior NCO group.

The overall results also show that new technology, computer modeling,

and simulation devices are perceived to have little value in the training

areas. Through analysis of cross-tabulations, however, it was discovered
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that the new technology is more highly accepted by those who have had experi-

ence with it while generally rejected by those who have no such experience.

For example, of those with extensive experience, 86% saw gaming/simulation

as more effective than a CPX and 32% saw it as more effective than an FTX.

Of those with no experience, 53% saw gaming/simulation as more effective

than a CPX and 24% more effective than an FTX. However, gaming/simulation

is regarded as one of those items least important to successful completion

of the unit's mission in actual combat, and there is no difference in this

perception between those experienced and those with no experience. It

appears that when individuals have had experience with gaming/simulation,

they regard it as a more effective training tool than when they have not,

* but even with experience, they fail to regard it as being as effective as

other forms of training in preparing for combat.

Another important finding was the desire for evaluations of unit

effectiveness by someone outside the unit on an unscheduled basis (2nd of

5 possible methods), although the commander's evaluation was regarded as

the most important method of evaluation (1st of 5 possible methods). In

addition, the ARTEP was clearly seen as the best measure of 6 of training

readiness with gaming and simulation as the least useful of 6.

When asked about turbulence as a "training" problem, the general response

was that it was only a problem "to some extent" and it was listed as the sixth

worst out of 12 obstacles to training. However, when asked about the impor-

tance of personnel turnover in determining a unit's performance, 86% said it

was important and 98% said group solidarity was important to a unit's per-

formance in combat. The respondents seem to view personnel turnover as only

a moderate problem for training but a substantial problem for a unit's
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subsequent performance.

In an analysis of the changes over time between the Army Training Study

Survey and the Board for Dynamic Trai.ning Survey what stands out is that

there has been little change since 1971. The areas the 1978 survey examined

were the leader's perceptions of factors thought to affect training: dis-

tractors, turbulence, and availabilty of training support material. Results

from a detailed breakdown of the respondents by rank, type of unit, and theater

produced an important finding: there has been little perceived change in the

training environment since 1971.

The detailed findings from which the above discussion has been drawn

will be presented in the various sections which follow this general overview.

Other areas which were examined but not reported in detail in the sections

that follow concern the hypothesized change of the military from a "calling"

to an "occupation" (see Questions 43b-43E in Appendix A) and the probability

of the U.S. getting involved in different kinds of war in the next 10 years

(see Questions 58A-58F in Appendix A). These questions had been expected to

show systematic relationships with perceptions of various aspects of Army

training - the former since they deal1 with a major hypothesized shift under

All-Volunteer conditions and the latter since they assess the degree of threat

perceived by the respondent and hence the necessity of training. Systematic

analyses of these attitudes as independent variables showed essentially no

relationship to perceptions and evaluations of training. Nevertheless, they

are interesting in themselves since they show that respondents were evenly

divided on whether most soldiers have always thought of their Army service

primarily as a job rather than as a calling, and they mostly agreed that most

soldiers today think of it as a job. There is also general agreement that

11-8



soldiers should not think of it in that way. Nevertheless, a slight majority

thought that soldiers who think of their service as a job will still perform

well in actual combat although there was general agreement that those who

think of their service primarily as a calling will perform better in combat

than those who think of it just as a job.

In terms of the perceived probability of war, respondents as a whole

thought a full nuclear exchange in the next 10 years fairly unlikely and

regarded a war using tactical nuclear weapons in addition to conventional

forces or a large-scale conventional war as nearly as unlikely. They saw

the U.S. somewhat likely to be involved in an armed conflict as a peacekeep-

ing force. This possibility was seen as most likely; the two next most likely

~sP were a limited conventional war or a guerrilla war.

'4. For the specifics of the above or of other overall findings reported

here, the read r should refer to Appendix A which is an annotated codebook

based on the original questionnaire and which presents the basic findings.

They are presented either as frequency distributions (in percentages) for each

response category to a question or as mean scores (arithmetic averages) which

summarize the responses to the range of response categories.

As indicated above, the overall pattern of findings reveal generally

favorable evaluations of the Army training syster, the level of the respond-

ent's unit training and overall unit effectiveness and readiness. The inter-

pretation of these findings is not an automatic one. On one hand, it is

possible that the respondents are complacent or satisfied with the performance

both of their unit in terms of readiness or training and also with the Army's

system of training and readiness as a whole. On the other hand, the lack of

intensity in the results, i.e., they are not very satisfied or very favorable

11-9
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in~ their evaluations of the system, may mean that they are expressing a con-

sidera~ole amiount of ambivalence about the system. In other words, they think

the training system does help them do what they should in developing their

units, but it is not a superb tool - only an adequate one. Their units, like-

wise, are generally perceived to be ready but they are not ready at an optimal

level; only at a satisfactory level.

In fact, it is surprising in some respects that the results are not

strikingly positive, for reasons related to the nature of the target popula-

tion sampled. First, junior enlisted personnel are totally missing fronm the

survey, which was concerned with perceptions within the chain of command.

Failures in the planning of training as perceived by a battalion S-3 may well

be quite different in intensity or magnitude from the same failure as seen

* by junior enlisted personnel who sit through boring, disorganized, inadequate

classes. Likewise, post support activities are a nuisance to the company

commander with regard to smooth conduct of his small unit training; "ash and

trash" more directly affects the day to day behavior of a PFC.

In addition, those with appropriate rank and experience who are most

critical of the current system and the state of readiness are disproportion-

ately likely to have left the service and as a result disproportionately un-

likely to appear in the sample. Both of these factors - research design

selection of those in supervisory or authority roles as opposed to those wile

are on the receiving end of the Army training system, and the self-selecticml

* of those more accepting of and committed to the existing system among the

available respondents - might result in a built in "floor effect" to the

responses, i.e., there might be a sampling bias against very negative responses

to iterms. Thus, one might have hypothesized that a good training systern, cff~c-

.11 1



tively resulting in unit readiness would have led to glowing or very positive

evaluations. These cautious responses, therefore, may reflect considerable

perception of problems with the training system as it actually operates.

This conclusion is bolstered by the open-ended responses (which were

more critical than supportive). The comments volunteered by the respondents

do not show an outright rejection of the system - instead they point to

bureaucratic pathologies in how it actually operates, e.g., changing and

inconsistent priorities from higher headquarters coupled with ongoing crisis

* management by suspense dates result from a system designed to provide inno-

vation, overall coordination, and feedback. It appears that perhaps one of

the largest problems of "turbulence" is in the demands nade upon those who

actually do the training rather than in personnel per se, although frequent

changes in commanders and their staff result in their own kinds of personnel

turbulence problems.

Thus, there are both elements of ambivalence (a good system but somehow

in actual operation it does not do what it should but still it does not really

hurt anything ...) and complacency (the system may not always be great, but it

does get the job done ...) in the responses of the Army's trainers in the field.

%S



FINDINGS

In the sections that follow, a series of topics will be addressed in

greater detail than in the overview and the specific findings will be presented

in tabular form. Each section will generally first examine the overall pattern

of responses on the topically relevant questions. Further information on

question wording, placement in the questionnaire in relationship to other

questions, and specific response categories can be obtained from the ccdebook

(Appendix A) which also contains the univariate percentage distributions or

measures of central tendency.

After a discussion of the univariate findings, each section systematically

looks at the effects of the respondent's rank, type of unit, and theater of

assignment. The rank categories that will be used are: 0-6, 0-5, 0-4, 0-1

through 0-3, E-7 through E-8, and E-5 through E-6. This last category contains

a very few lower ranking enlisted personnel but the category label remains

appropriate both empirically and conceptually. The sampling design excluded

junior enlisted personnel unless they were serving in an appropriate duty

position related to training.

The type of unit a respondent is serving in has been categorized as infan-

try (including mechanized infantry), armor, field artillery, air defense artillery

combat support (CS), and combat service support (CSS). Respondents have also

been divided for analysis purposes according to whether they sere in the CONILS

or USAREUR theater. As indicated earlier in this report, other independent

variables were found to have little explanatory power and those tables have not

been presented in the analyses to follow.

IT-12
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Evaluation of the Current Training System

* Direct indicators of the respondents' support of the current training

system are not present in this survey. However, indirect indicators which

assess the respondents' perceptions of the relationship between various modes

of training and their effect on readiness and performance at several levels

within the organization are reported.

Table 2 reports means and standard deviations on selected items that

focus on the training system in general. Overall, there is no discernible

difference in perceptions concerning the effect of the training system in

A the Army as a whole or in the individual's unit. The mean response in both

* areas indicates a feeling that the present system moderately affects readiness.

* *..With respect to their satisfaction with the instruction they have received

on small unit training, there is a good deal of variance and the mean reflects

a good deal of ambivalence concerning this area. Differences in these items

by theater are not significant.

'/ Variation by type of unit indicates that respondents in support units

are most likely to perceive the present system as having more negative effects

on the Army as a whole and particularly in their units. They are also most

frequently dissatisfied with the instructions they have received in small unit

training. This finding is consistent with the results reported in the section

on "1open-ended" responses where individuals in CS and CSS units reported that

.4-. the ARTEPs they receive infringe on their ability to perform routine daily tasks

which they saw as being more akin to the tasks that would be required of them

in combat situations.

Respondents were asked about the importance of a series of items to unit

11-13
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success in actual combat. ARTEP and SM training were among these items.

Table 3 reports the mean and standard deviation on these items for the overall

sample.

In the table one can observe that SM training is peacetime and ARTEP

training in peacetime rank 7th and 8th out of 12 and they are regarded as

"fairly important." Gaming/simulation has a significantly lower mean and

the rank order among these three items suggests an emphasis on individual

soldier training.

In Table 4, we report differences on these three training modes by theater,

type of unit and rank. The only significant difference by theater cccurs withpwith

respect to ARTEP training. USAREUR respondents reported it to be more impor-
-U

. tant, in their perception, to unit success in the combat situation than did

respondents in CONUS.

Significant variation by type of unit is observed only for the SM and

ARTEP items. In these cases ADA respondents gave them the highest ratings

while the lowest were found among respondents in CS and CSS units. No signifi-

cant pattern is discernible when rank is varied.

U'. Overall, these results indicate that current training modes are neither

disliked nor particularly liked. They do seem to be particularly lacking in

meeting the needs of support units.

References in the above and subsequent texts to significant relationships

refer to substantive significance in the differences observed. Tests of sta-

tistical significance are not appropriate given the non-random sampling design

of this survey, and hence, levels of statistical significance' have not been

reported.
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Table 3

"In actual combat, how important do you think the following are to a unit's
successful accomplishment of its mission."p SD

'CO leadership 3.9 .45

Platoon or Company leadership 3.8 .49

The condition of unit equipment 3.8 .53
The condition of individu4l equipment 3.7 .57

- Squad or platoon solidarity 3.6 .59

Battalion or brigade leadership 3.5 .68

SM training in peacetime 3.4 .69

ARTEP training in peacetime 3.2 .69

Patriotism 3.1 .76

Gaming/simulation in peacetime 2.6 .83

P Hatred of the enemy 2.4 .83

Department of the Army Guidance 2.4 .92

(

-" (1) Very unimportant (2) Fairly unimportant (3) Fairly important (4) Very important

..
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Perceptions of the Current State of Training and Training Readiness

ARTS respondents were asked to report on their units' current state of

training in three areas: OJT, unit training and individual training. Mean

ratings in these areas are reported in Table 5 for the overall sample and

by theater, type of unit and rank of respondent. (Note: due to missing

data and a very low number in the sanrple, respondents in ADA are omitted.)

Overall, units were assessed as achieving the best state of training

in the unit, next best at the individual level and worst in OJT. The range

was between good and fair. When theater differences are taken into account

it is observed that respondents in IJSAREUR gave higher evaluations in all

-~ three areas than did the respondents in CONUS. Differences observed by type

* . of unit are not consistent nor very large. With respect to OJT, respondents

in CSS units had perceptions indicating that their current state of training

In their units was slightly better than those in other types of units. In

the area of unit training, both types of support units received mean ratings

-~ representing poorer states of training. With respect to individual training,

those in Field Artillery and combat support rated their state of training

most poorly.

Differences by rank also exhibit little consistency except that in all

three areas 06 officers give the best evaluation of training while their sub-

ordinates tended to give increasingly worse ratings as rank decreases.

In this section findings concerning the perceptions of training readiness

in specific mission related areas are reported. Table 6 shows mean responses

to the question: "What is your unit's current state of training readiness

in the following areas?" The areas are tactics, weapons, support, maintenance

and comrwunications. The overall rank order of these areas from best to worst

%li
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Table 5

The perceived state of training in three areas;

S. by theater; by type of unit; by rank

(Items 38A to 38C) What is your unit's current state of training in
the following areas?

OJT UNIT INDIVIDUAL

THEATER x SD x SD x SD

Overall 2.98 1.03 2.39 .87 2.67 .94
CONUS 3.00 1.02 2.43 .85 2.73 .94
USAREUR 2.92 1.06 2.28 .90 2.54 .96

TYPE OF UNIT

Infantry 3.00 .97 2.29 .84 2.46 .84
Armor 3.08 .97 2.30 .84 2.53 .98
Field Artillery 3.12 1.03 2.26 .79 2.79 .88
Combat Support 2.93 1.09 2.56 .93 2.80 1.00
Combat Service Support 2.69 1.05 2.51 .87 2.69 .96

RANK

06 2.57 .86 1.97 .61 2.47 .68
05 3.03 1.04 2.18 .69 2.73 .92
04 3.28 .86 2.32 .78 2.66 .94

01 to 03 3.07 .99 2.52 .85 2.76 .89
E7 to E9 2.80 1.07 2.29 .93 2.43 1.05
E5 to E6 2.79 1.17 2.58 1.05 2.79 1.06

(1) Very good (2) Good (3) Fair (4) Poor (5) Very poor
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N is weapons and support, maintenance, tactics, and communications.

Differences are observed by theater but are not systematic. tJSAREL'R

respondents report better states of training readiness in tactics. Respondents

stationed in CONUS report better states of readiness in support and communications.

Mean responses in the areas of weapons and maintenance are virtually identical.

In no case is any area rated better than good.

P. Differences by type of unit are observed and seem to relate to major

mission areas of the units. For example, the worst ratings in tactics and

weapons readiness are observed in the support units. On the other hand, the

best ratings in support and maintenance are observed in support units. No

such pattern exists in the area of communications. These observations suggest

- that although the general state of training is considered to be mediocre, the

units see themselves as striving for and achieving a greater degree of readi-

ness in their mission areas.

Differences by rank tend to follow the pattern observed earlier, i.e.,

the highest ranking officers perceive conditions related to training readiness

to be better than their subordinates. We might note at this juncture that

this phenomena may reflect an inherent problem in the Army's feedback system

as in the feedback systems of many other organizations which have bureaucratic

elements of evaluation, testing and reporting. In many large scale organiza-

tions, that problem is associated with the consequences of reporting negative

findings to superiors. Rather than make such reports many subordinates will

report "what my boss wants to hear" thus allowing the subordinate to avoid

sanctions and creating a false sense of complacency among the ranking superior.

This process may also be reflected in these findings.

'V. The final topic addressed in this section of the report concerns perceptions

of the ARTEP as a readiness test, the level at which units are training to ARTEPS

11-21
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and the percent of combat-ready proficiency the unit is able to maintain.

The consistency in the percentage of tasks related to each of these items

is remarkable. The data is presented in Table 7 for the overall sample,

and is broken down by theater, type of unit and rank of respondent. Direct

comparability across items does not exist because of the variety of response

scales employed; however, in general terms, it appears that ARTS respondents

believe that a figure of 70-75% is an appropriate figure for the percent

of ARTEP events passed to be equivalent to Cl, as the percent of ARTEP tasks

they are training to and that proportion is also the percentage of combat-

ready proficiency that they believe their units are able to maintain. These

percentages are perceived to be somewhat higher in USARBUR than in CONJS.

Respondents in infantry and armor units are also slightly higher in their

ratings than are respondents in other types of units. Finally, the higher

ranking officers also tend to perceive that these percentages are higher

than do those in the lower ranks.

It appears, then, that if ARTEPs were used as readiness tests employing

the standards of these respondents, all units would pass at Cl given their

reported levels of training and readiness.

Perceptions of the Need for Evaluation and the Use of Current Training Guides

in Evaluation

ARTS respondents were asked whether or not they thought a measure of

training readiness was necessary in addition to a Commander's judgement in

order to support requests for training resources. The respondents were divided

on this question with 8.2% saying such a measure is not necessary at all, 29.2%

saying such a measure is somewhat necessary, and 37.4 Z saying such a measure

11-22
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is very necessar\. No significant differences are observed when the relxon,,.e:,ts

are analyzed by theater, type of unit or rank,

Respondents were asked for opinions cencerning severa! current practices

and guidelines and their usefulness as measures cf unit effectiveness, traini-,

readiness and training strengths, weaknesses and readiness ccnditions. In -al

8, mean responses for theater, type of unit and rank are given f-r five areis

subsumed under the general question: "To what extent is each of the folic

an effective way for the Armv to evaluate unit effectiveness?"

From the overall responses, we ohserve that the unit ccmnrande.r's eva'ua-

tion is rated as bein2 the most effective way for the Army to eval.u7-te unit

effectiveness (N- 3.6), followed by unschedled evaluitions (x = ?.3), and

quarterly external evaluation (x = 3.0), the focused IC (x = 2.9), and

scheduled evaluations (x = 2.8). When these responses were analyzed acc,-rdin;"

to responses tr the 7,revius question (the need for a measure of training

readfness It wis f.,-d that those favoring a measure dave mere :w:,rabie

ratings to the effectiveness of each of the measures in Table 8 and :. "e 9.

Effects cf theater and type of unit were not olserved, except t.,.t t.cso Jn

Mcorbat support units consistently gave lcwer than averaze rltino!- t- al,

methocds of evaljition preserted in Table F.

Significant effects were noted when responses were analized hy ra-.,

respondent. No szn-ificant differences are observed fer the .-et!..' cr

. external evaluation, bxt In t.e re7-aining f,:ur areas it arre rc t at , ic'<er;. "

higher rankin r f!Icers' ( -& thrucuh .-3r C'ics are 5i: . di fer-

*' ent from t cs of 'unor officers (,-i tCrc,)-- an , Te hittoer

* group giv's a lower ritlng to the extent of e7fft ivteness f th, unit -

• ers' e';a iaticn t',-n do the hichfr rarcin; c ic . n rat, t - r071
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three areas (scheduled evaluations, unscheduled evaluations and the IG focused

on proficiency) as more effective than the 0-4 through 0-6 officers tended to

rate them. This finding again marks another area in which these two groups

differ in their perceptions concerning unit requirements. (See sections on

frequency of and innovation in training.)

-~ A related set of questions concerned the adequacy of six measures/LStimates

as measures of training readiness. Table 9 summarizes the mean responses to

this series of questions. Respondents rated ARTEP as the best measure of

training readiness and gaming/simulation results as the poorest. The rank-

order of the other measures from best to worst is commanders' general judge-

ment, REALTRAIN results and the commanders' judgement concerning the number

of days training required to be fully combat ready, and finally SQT results.

.1 No significant differences were observed by theater or type of unit, but signif-

icant differences in three areas were observed when respondents were analyzed

by rank. ARTEP results were rated as good (x - 1.6) by 0-6 officers but as

-I,.1rank decreases, the feeling concerning the adequacy of this measure also

declines, receiving its lowest evaluation among the enlisted personnel, E-5,

E-6 and E-7 through E-9 Nx - 2.1). This pattern is reversed however for

REALTRAIN results and gaming/simulation results with higher grade officers

rating both of these measures as poor relative to the opinions of junior

officers and NCOs. It may be that the "realness" of these latter tests is

attractive to individuals who must normally restrict their activity to drill,

instruction, and post support.

The remainder of this portion of the analysis focuses on a closer examina-

tion of the ARTEP, which received the most favorable rating as a measure of

training readiness. In response to the question: "Successful completion of

11-27
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ARTEP is a valid test of unit training readiness," 15i strongly agreed, 55.5"

agreed, 11.5% disagreed, 2.9% strongly disagreed and 15.27 were neutral or

undecided. No significant variation from this occurs by theater, type of unit

or rank, and as noted in the previous sections those who favor a measure of

readiness in addition to the commanders' judgement were more likely to respo c

positively regarding ARTEP.

The above results are somewhat surprising in light of the data we are

about to present. Respondents were asked: "How effective is the ARTEP in

determining (a) training strengths (b) training weaknesses and (c) readiness

conditions?" Table 10 presents the mean overall responses and standard devia-

tions.

Our confusion begins when we observe that the effectiveness of ARTEP in d ere-
mining readiness conditions receives the most negative rating (somewhere tetweor

somewhat effective and not very effective). It seens that there is most con-

sensus that ARTEP is an effective measure of training weaknesses slightly roe

so than it is of training strengths. If readiness conditions derived fr(r

the ARTEP are reflectors of training weaknesses, rather than strengths, then

this could explain the low rating of its effectiveness in determininz rea .

Further elaboration of this problem is recuired. it may be noted th-t for a!i

three items found in Table 10 there is a significant direct relaticnship b .

the respondent's agreement with the statement "successful completion of ..U

is a valid test of unit training readiness" and the de sr2e to which the . .

as useful in determining strengths, w:eaknessc_ and r.c.iness ccnditcns.

F7 Table 11 displays the mean response cn each of the~s ite-s I- type of unLt

rank.

V. .Table 11 indicates little significance wIth respect tc and variation 4n

ratings by type of unit, with the exception that co-that service support

[-I-.
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Table 10

Means and standard deviations
assigned to the effectiveness of ARTEP

in determining training conditions

(Item 11): How effective is the ARTEP in determining:

X SD

Training strengths 1.7 .71

Training weaknesses 1.6 .70

Readiness conditions 2.1 .80

(1) Very effective (2) Somewhat effective (3) Not very effective (4) Not effective
at all

Table 11

Mean scores assigned to the effectiveness of ARTEP

by rank and type of unit

How effective is the ARTEP in determining:

Rank Type of Unit

01- E7- E5-
06 05 04 03 E9 E6 INF ARM FA ADA CS CSS

Training strengths 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.6 2.0 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.7 2.0

Training weaknesses 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.9 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.5 1.6 1.7

Readiness Conditions 2.1 2.2 2.0 2.2 1.9 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.2

(1) Very effective (2) Somewhat effective (3) Not very effective (4) Not effective
at all
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personnel see the ARTEP as a substantially less effective, ->easurt , tt

strengths (see section on "open-ended" responses). By rank, we

"top to bottom" progression in perceived ineffectiveness of the A-.T'

any kind of measure, with the exception of those in E-7 thrugh-

"* ratings rank close to those in the higher officer ranks a< .-:. ..

some interplay of experience with ARTEP as opposed to past trii ,...

and methods of evaluation. In response to the statemEnt

reporting procedures should be changed to make the trairin.

more objective (less a matter of the commander's jud er), " -

agree, 39.7 % agree, 20.4% are undecided or neutral, 18.3 diar,

6.67' strongly disagree. When this variable is analyzed 'v theater,

unit and rank, significant group differences are observed or.:.v- r,.,nr.

mean responses by rank are shown in Table 12.

From Table 12 we see that 0-6 officers were less likely to avrze

the statement but were also one of the most heterogeneous of the gr.uws in

their responses. It is interesting to note that those ranks most distant

fro-. "the commander's judgement" (the NCOs) are most likely to favcr a

toward objectivity and, further, those groups are the most homogeneous in.

their ninion.

All of this may ultimately suggest that considerations of more objecLi ,

and better measurement of the training product are important to the Arrv's

trainers, since those programs and training guides, as well as those methods

of evaluation, which are perceived as objective and positive are evaluated

as the most effective measures in training effectiveness and readiness.
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Table 12

Mean scores and standard deviations on an item
concerning making unit readiness reporting more objective by rank

(Item 10) Unit readiness reporting procedures should be changed to make
the training rating (C-I to C-4) more objective (less a matter
of the Cor=mander's judgment):

Rank x SD

06 3.3 1.3

05 3.3 1.1

04 2.9 1.3

01-03 2.5 1.1

E7-E9 2.2 .9

E5-E6 2.2 .8

Overall 2.6 1.1

(1) Strongly agree (2) Agree (3) Neutral (4) Disagree (5) Strongly disagree
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Evaluations of Needed Frequency of Training

Respondents' opinions were asked on four items concerning the frequency

with which certain tasks must be practiced to insure successful completion.

Two of these items referred to individual training and two referred to com-

pany size unit training. Table 13 contains the overall response to these

items. Table 13 shows that for both types of activities over 50% of the

respondents feel that these should be practiced at least monthly. The table

also demonstrates that it is felt that individual skills should be practice!4

on a much more frequent basis. Significant differences in the patterns of

response may be observed when theater, type of unit, and rank vary.

Analysis of these items by theaters shows significant differences between

CONTS and USAREUR with respect to the individual tasks, but not the unit level

operations. Table 14 depicts these differences for the individual tcsks.

Emphasis on weekly performance of these kinds of individual training is r-uch

greater (by approximately 20%) among respondents in USAREUR than those in CC'NS.

Differing perceptions regarding the necessary frequency of both the

individual and collective tasks were found by type of unit. In general, these

in combat specialities are more likely to see frequent practice of these

essentially combat related tasks as necessary than are those in combat support

or combat service support specialities. Table 15 displays this relationship.

Significant differences of opinion regarding the required frequency cf

practice were observed by rank on one item from each category (see Table 16).

This set of observations finds the higher ranking officers more likely to favor

more frequent exercises than lower ranking officers and enlisted. It may be

added that this general pattern held for the other two items not included in

Table 16, but the differences were less marked.
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Table 13

Needed frequency of training exercises

Once Less

Every Once Than
Daily Weekly Monthly Six a Once a

Months Year Year

(Item 49): How often must soldiers
practice to insure that they can
put on their protective masks 2.7 27.6 52.3 13.6 3.1 .6
within nine seconds of a surprise
attack?

(Item 52): How often must soldiers
train to insure they can correctly
identify enemy vehicles, weapons, 3.9 32.1 49.0 13.4 1.0 .6
or aircraft to receive - "go" on
an SQT test?

(Item 50): How often must a

company size unit practice delib-
erate attack in order to receive
a satisfactory rating on an ARTEP?

(Item 51): How often must a

company size unit practice a night
occupation of an assembly area .0 5.0 57.5 32.3 3.6 1.6
to receive a satisfactory
rating on an ARTEP?
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Table 14

Needed Frequency of individual practice by theater

Once Less
Every Once Than
Six a Once a

Daily Weekly Monthly Months Year Year

(Item 49): Practice putting
on protective masks.

CONUS (n-372) 1.9 21.8 54.3 17.2 4.3 0.5
USAREUR (n-142) 4.9 43.0 47.2 4.2 0.0 0.7

(Item 52): Practice enemy
identification.

CONUS 3.3 27.5 51.0 16.3 1.1 0.8
USAREUR 5.7 44.0 44.0 5.7 0.7 0.0
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Table 15

Needed frequency of training exercises by type of unit

Once Less
(Item 49): Practice putting Every Once Than
on protective masks. Daily Weekly Monthly Six a Once a

Months Year Year

Infantry 5.1 25.4 55.5 11.9 1.7 .8
Armor 2.7 44.0 49.3 4.0 .0 .0
Field Artillery 2.8 34.9 55.5 5.7 .9 .0
Air Defense Artillery 8.3 25.0 50.0 16.7 .0 .0
Combat Support 1.9 19.8 50.0 22.6 4.7 .9
Combat Service Support .0 17.6 49.5 23.1 8.8 1.1

(Item 52): Practice enemy
identification.

Infantry .8 35.3 54.6 8.4 .8 .0
Armor 4.0 46.7 45.3 4.0 .0 .0
Field Artillery 4.7 40.6 44.3 10.4 .0 .0
Air Defense Artillery .0 45.5 54.5 .0 .0 .0
Combat Support 3.0 18.8 52.5 22.8 2.0 1.0
Combat Service Support 7.8 21.1 44.4 23.3 1.1 2.2

(Item 50): Practice
deliberate attack.

Infantry .0 4.4 45.1 44.2 5.3 .9
Armor .0 2.7 41.3 49.3 6.7 .0
Field Artillery .0 13.0 65.0 19.0 2.0 1.0
Air Defense Artillery .0 .0 36.4 54.5 9.1 .0
Combat Support 1.0 5.2 34.4 42.7 12.5 4.2
Combat Service Support 1.1 4.5 39.3 40.4 11.2 3.4

(Item 51): Practice
night occupation.

Infantry .0 1.7 56.0 39.7 1.7 .9
Armor .0 .0 68.9 29.7 .0 1.4
Field Artillery .0 13.5 74.0 11.5 1.0 .0
Air Defense Artillery .0 9.1 81.8 9.1 .0 .0
Combat Support .0 2.0 49.5 38.4 8.1 2.0
Combat Service Support .0 5.5 37.4 45.1 7.7 4.4
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Table 16

Needed frequency of training exercises by rank

Once Less
Every Once Than

(Item 49): Practice ms.Daily Weekly Monhl Six a Once a
Months Year Year

putngo protectivemak
06 3.3 36.7 53.3 6.7 .0 .0

05 5.6 29.2 52.8 11.1 1.4 .0

04 .0 47.5 44.3 4.9 3.3 .0

01 to 03 3.6 26.8 52.6 13.9 2.6 .5

E7 to E9 .0 24.1 54.0 17.2 3.4 1.1

E5 to E6 2.9 11.4 55.7 21.4 7.1 1.4

(Item 50): Practice
deliberate attack.

06 3.7 3.7 37.0 55.6 .0 .0

05 .0 3.0 54.5 39.4 3.0 .0
04 .0 6.5 48.4 37.1 4.8 3.2

01 to 03 .5 8.1 48.9 34.9 4.8 2.7

E7 toE9 .0 6.1 36.6 42.;' 12.2 2.

ES to E6 .0 4.5 37.3 38.8 17.9 1.5
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Perceptions and Preferences Concerning Allocation of Respondents' Time

We now ask whether or not such opinions regarding the frequency of

training required for individual and unit effectiveness are related to

the levels of personal commitment to training. Respondents were asked

to report (a) how much time per week is personally devoted to ... and (b)

how much time per week they would like to personally devote to ... each of

seven duty requirements. Five of these are training related, two are not.

Table 17 lists the overall response for the set of items. Respondents felt

* they would like to devote more time each week on all the training related

items. They would like to spend only slightly more time per week in reading

other administrative literature and would apparently like to spend much less

time meeting post su±pport requirements.

In Table 18, these responses are broken down by theater, type of unit

and rank. The table gives the percent who would spend more time if they could,

the same amount of time as now, and less time than now, for each of seven items.

Differences by theater are not large. Among the notable exceptions are

that we find that respondents in CONUS are slightly more likely to indicate

that~ they would like to spend more time reading nontraining related adminis-

trative literature. Post support requirements are apparently equally unpopular

in both theaters and both groups would like to spend more time in all the train-

ing related areas. The only significant differences on these items find a

larger percentage of respondents from USAREUR wanting to spend more tine on

small unit and company size training than in CONUS. This is generally con-

sistent with the finding from Table 2, that respondents in USAREUR are more

* likely to respond that training on individual tasks should be more frequent.

Several patterns emerge from analysis of these items by rank. First, the
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Table 17

Average time spent personally (per week)
4on various facets of training

This is This is
how it how I'd
is now like it

% (Items 36A-B): Reading
% training support materials 1.9 2.8

(Items 36C-D): Reading all
admin. material except 2.2 2.3
training support materials

(Items 36E-F): Planning
for training 2.6 3.3

(Items 36G-H): Meeting
post support requirements 2.9 1.6

(Items 361-J): Performing
small unit training 2.1 3.1

(Items 36K-L): Performing

company size unit training 2.2 3.1

(Items 36 M-N): Performing
large unit training 1.9 2.8

-a

(1) less than one hour (2) 1 to 2 hours (3) 3 to 5 hours

(4) more than 5 hours
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respondents most likely to want to spend more time reading literature, whether

for training support or administration are the more junior officers and enlistcd

men. Officers at the 0-6 level and enlisted E-7 through E-9 were less likely

to want to spend more time reading. This finding may make mcre sense if we

remember that respondents in these categories are likely to have the most

experience as well as the largest administrative burden. Second, pest support

is apparently distasteful at all levels, but least so among the F-5 through £-.

group. Even so, 50 indicated they would like to spend less tine in this area.

Related to this finding is a third, namely that a relation seems to exist be-

tween the level of training specified in each of the items and rank. Tndivi al

appear to have responded that they would like to spend more time in an area wl.(,

it is apparent that that level of training is most likely to be a partfcuar

area of responsibility for persons at that grade level. Thus, in the area cf

general planning for training and small unit training, junior officers (0-I

through 0-3) and enlisted personnel (F-5 through E-6, E-7 through E-9) were

most likely to say they would like to spend more time.

For company size unit training 0-5, 0-4 and 0-1 to 0-3 officers were most

likely to want to spend more time in this area,and for large unit training 0-4

to 0-6 officer grades were significantly more likely to want to -pend more tire

in this area than were junior officers and enlisted personnel. No discernlb€c

patterns of significant differences were observed by type of unit on the:e items.

Perceptions of Factors that Reduce Individual Innovation in Arry Training

Individuals were asked to note the extent to which four factors reduced

innovation in training. These four factors were (I) negative reactions from

U--. higher level inspectors who noted deviations from training guidance (2) over-
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whelming amounts of subject matter to be presented (3) the lack of initiative

and imagination on the part of NCOs and junior officers involved in training

and (4) lack of trainer awareness of their freedom to be innovative.

Table 19 presents the mean rating and standard deviation in each of these

areas for the overall sample. Higher means reflect that a factor is perceived

as a greater obstacle to innovation. While all factors assessed are viewed

as reducing innovation to at least some extent, the gross opinion indicates

that negative evaluations from higher levels are the most detrimental among

these four. Individual abilities to present the amount of material required

and to do it in an innovative fashion are seen as next most troublesome and

the level of knowledge about the pe.missability of innovation is rated least

problematic.

No significant differences in the rating of these four factors were

found when theater and type of unit were held constant. Significant differ-

ences are observed among different grade levels. (See Table 20). From

Table 20 it can be seen that opinion on the effects of these four factors

varies as a function of rank in the organization. In general, personnel lower

in the hierarchy attribute problems to the amount of material and to the

pressures from higher in the chain of command, while more senior personnel

attribute the problem to the abilities of company-level trainers. This split

is also representative of a cleavage in training roles and may speak to diffi-

culties in relations between training planners and those charged with implement-

Ing such plans. This point is elaborated below.

Pespcndents were asked to indicate (1) how often the% had been penalized

for Initiating new or different training methods and (2) how often they had

been rewarded for initiating new or different traininp methods. The overall

pattern of responses is showm in Table 21. Vhile approximately 75 of the

1I-Al
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Table 19

(Item 19): In your opinion to what extent does each of the
following reduce innovation in small unit training?

Sx SD

(1) Inspectors from higher levels of
command note deviation from train- 3.3 1.2
ing guidance and react negatively

(2) Too much subject matter must be

presented in a limited amount of
time. It is impossible to accom- 3.1 1.1
plish anything other than what is
prescribed

(3) Many NCOs and junior officers who

--esent training are not used to
thinking for themselves, thus they 3.0 1.1
do not develop innovative techniques

(4) Trainers and commanders are unaware

that they may take new approaches
and use "novel" techniques in 2.8 1.1
training

(1) Very little extent (2) Little extent (3) Some extent (4) Great extert
(5) Very great extent
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Table 20

Mean rating of factors reducing innovation; by rank

(Item 18): In your opinion to what extent does each of the following reduce
innovation in small unit training?

RAN

%4 01- E7- E5-
06 05 04 03 E9 E6

(1) Inspectors from higher
levels of commfiand note
deviation from train- 2.8 3.1 3.1 3.5 3.3 3.1

ing guidance and react

negatively.

4(2) Too much subject matter
must be presented in a
limited amount of time.
It is impossible to 2._6 3.1 3.1 3.0 3.3 3.3
accomplish anything
other than what is
prescribed.

(3) Many NCOs and junior
officers who present

training are not used to
thinking form themselves, 3.1 3.3 3.0 2.7 3.2 2.9
thus they do not develop
innovative techniques.

(4) Trainers and commnanders
are unaware that they may
take new approaches 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.6 3.0 2.9
and use "novel" tech-
niques in training.

(1) Very little extent (2) little extent (3) some extent (4) great extent
(5) Very great extent
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Table 21

Percent distributions On those items concerning

feedback for training innovations

All of Most of Some of

the time the time the time Seldcm Xe,'r

(Item 30A): How often have

you been penalized for .6 3.9 20.6 25.A 4.

initiating new or differ c

training methods'

(Item 31): How often have

you been rewarded for . . 24. .

initlatinz new 
or 4ifferent

training me:hods?

1

' 1,le 22

Percentage distribution on penalty item
by theater

"LI Cf Most of Some of

the time the time the tine S eldon "c r

[ ~iem <g)' : 1{rw citCO }.'

'.: e.:n enauized H~r

.6 22.5 ... b

F1.5 6.0 19. 6'.>

I

.. .. ... .. . .. .. . .. ......... %•.,..........-.
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respondents reported that they seldom or never received penalties for introduc-

ing training innovations, 45% report that they seldom or never are rewarded

for such innovation. Significant differences were not found among types of

unit, but theater differences may be observed regarding penalties and rank

differences are observed for both penalties and rewards. (See Tables 22, 23,

and 24.)

Other indicators necessary to account for the observed variation in per-

* ceived penalties are not present in this survey, therefore no interpretation

can be offered at this point for the observed pattern of responses in Table 22

* which shows somewhat higher perceptions of penalization in CONIJS.

* As can be seen from Table 5, penalties, as would be expected, are per-

ceived to occur more frequently among those lower in the hierarchy of rank.

We can also ask whether or not perceived punishment is at least balanced by

- . a reasonable expectancy of reward. Table 24 shows that in the officer cate-

gories 0-4 to 0-6 about 70% of the respondents report being rewarded at least

some of the time, while in the lower officer raniks (0-1 to 0-3) and upper

enlisted (E-7 to E-9) about 50% report they are seldom or never rewarded, and

nearly 707 of E-5 to E-6 enlisted personnel report they are seldom or never

%*P rewarded.

Tn conclusion, differences concerning opinion about factors reducing

innovation have been shown and it has been noted that the higher and lower

leadership opinions are divergent. Further it appears that those groups

thought to be least innovative (NCOs and junior officers) by the higher leader-

ship themselves perceive higher frequencies of penalties for such innovation

*. coupled with lower frequencies of reward than do the higher ranking leadership

groups.
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Table 23

Percentage distribution for each rank

on the penalty item

........... ): olw often have you been penalized for training innovation?

All of Most of Some of

'-" Rank the time the time the time Seldom Never

06 0.0 0.0 6.7 16.7 76.7

05 1.4 1.4 7.1 25.7 64.3

04 0.0 3.6 7.1 23.2 n6.1

01 - 03 0.6 4.4 26.5 28.2 -'0.3
F7 - E9 0.0 1.4 30.0 24.3 3

£S - E6 1.8 10.5 28.1 24.6 35

Table 24

Percentage distribution for each rank

cn the reward item

'lit- " Hw often ,have you teen rewarded for training innovation?

All of Most of Some of

- Rank the time the time the time Seldom Ne:er

06 6.7 50.0 10.0 26.7 6.7

05 10.1 30.4 29.0 23.2 7.2

04 3.3 25.0 36.7 21.7 13.3

01 - 03 3.7 16.6 32.6 27.3 19.8

.7 - E9 6.2 12.3 32.1 18.3 30.9

E5 - E6 5.2 3.4 24.1 27.6 39.6
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Perceptions of the Utility of "dning/Simulation

Before analyzing attitudes toward the utility of gaming/simulation

we sought to establish the experience level of the respondents in the ARTS

sample with respect to this training aid. In response to the question "What

experience have you had with the use of gaming/simulation (CATTS, CAMMS,

BATTLE, DUNN-KEMPF, etc.)?", 34.8% said they had no experience, 14.7% said

they had heard or read about them 12.8% had seen them used, 33.3% had some

experience as player or controller and 4.4% had extensive experience as

player or controller. With roughly three experience levels significantly re-

presented in the sample (none, limited, some), this question becomes a useful

control variable.

Respondents were asked to compare the training effectiveness of gaming/

simulation with the traditional training of Command Post Exercises and Field

Training Exercises. Table 25 contains the distribution of the overall sample

on these two questions. From Table 25 we see that a large portion of the

sample (40%) felt they did not know enough about gaming/simulation to give

an opinion. Of those who did express a sentiment, gaming/simulation was

deemed most effective when compared to Command Post Exercises where approxi-

mately 30% found it somewhat or much more effective than CPX. Only 10% could

say the same when comparing gaming/simulation to FTX.

If we now control for the respondent's experience, we find that experience

with gaming/simulation can account for this overall finding. Tables 26 and 27

contain the cross classification of the training effectiveness of gaming/simu-

lation compared to CPX and FTX with the respondent's experience with gaming/

simulation.
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9.,

9. Table 25

Training effectiveness of Gaming/Simulation
- compared to CPX and FTX

CPX. % FTX %

(1) Gaming/Simulation is much more effective 10.9 3.2

(2) Gaming/Simulation is somewhat more effective 20.0 7.0

(3) Gaming/Simulation is equally effective 10.7 8.3

(4) Gaming/Simulation is somewhat less effective 11.5 17.9

(5) Gaming/Simulation is much less effective 4.3 24.7

* (6) I don't know 42.7 39.0

11 .4
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In Table 26 it may be observed that those with at least some experience

as player or controller rate gamning/simulation as more effective than CPX

than do those with no experience. Those with little experience rate gamning!

simulation less favorably when compared to CPX but, even here, those who have

seen it are more likely to rate it as more effective (than GPX) than are

* those who have only read or heard about it.

Experience plays a different role when comparing gaining/simulation to

FTX (see Table 27). In this case even those individuals with extensive

* experience with gaming/simulation rate it as less or much less effective

than training through field training exercises.

No theater differences are observed on these two items, yet we regard

this finding as tentative due to the small number of cases which result in

*this finer breakdown, and similar problems occur if we attempt to analyze

- the effects of rank or type of unit.

The differences in response to the items in Tables 26 and 27 might

best be summarized by considering the responses to the following question:

"How should gaming/simulation be used in tactical training for Battalion or

Brigade coimnand groups?" Table 28 displays the overall distribution of re-

sponses to this question. Only about 19% see gaming/simulation as a primary

source of training, and approximately 36% see it as augmenting other training.

1.6 % of respondents felt it should not be used at all while, nearly 35% offer-

ii..,...ed no opinion.

When the control for experience is introduced, the only significant

observation is that personnel experienced in gaming/simulation are more

likely to view it as useful while those with less experience are more likely

to view it as a useful add-on (see Table 29).

Finally, as a measure of respondent's feelings concerning the practical
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Table 26

Gaming/Simulation compared to CPX
., by respondent's experience with Gaming/Simulation

,E_.rience with Gaming/Sirulation

None Read about it Seen it used Ilayed some Played a lot

Much more effective 21.1 3.2 7.7 21.3 50.0

More effective 31.5 22.6 26.9 39.6 36.4

Equal 26.3 32.3 25.9 15.2 4.5

Less effective 5.2 29.0 30.8 18.3 4.5

Much less effective 15.8 12.9 9.6 5.5 4.3

99.9% 100.0% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9K

Table 27

Gaming/Simulation compared to FTX
by respondent's experience with Gaming/Simulation

Experience with Gaming/Simulation

None Read about it Seen it used Played some Played a lot

Much more effective 16.0 .0 1.8 5.4 9.1

Yore effective 8.0 22.2 7.1 9.6 22.7

E ual 28.0 13.9 10.7 13.9 4.5

Less effective 20.0 27.8 28.6 32.5 22.7
[. Mch less effective 28.0 36.1 51.8 38.6 40.9

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% l00.0*
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Table 28

Percentage distribution for responses to how
Gaming/Simulation should be used

(Item 22): How should gaming/simulation be used in tactical training for

Battalion or Brigade command groups?

Percent

* (1) Should be the only source of training. 8

(2) Very useful, should be used in conjunction with other

training such as FTX/CPX with gaming/simulation occupying 17.8

the most time.

(3) Useful add-on but, should be used in conjunction with
other training such as FTX/CPX with FTX/CPX occupying 36.3
the most time.

(4) It's marginal, use only when we don't have time, money
or area to train properly. 8.7

(5) Should not be used at all, just doesn't provide proper
training. 1.6

(6) I don't know. 34.9

.11-51
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Table 29

Percent distribution for responses to how Gaming/Simulation
should be used in tactical training
by experience with Gaming/Simulation

V..-,Experience with Gaming/Simulation

(Item 22) None Read about it Seen it used Played some Played a lot

Only source 02. 3 1.7 1.2 .0

Most used source 30.6 22.7 20.7 26.1 56.5

As an added but less
used source 44.4 56.8 58.6 59.4 39.1

Only when no alter-

native is available 19.4 18.2 15.5 10.9 4.3

Should not be used 5.6 .0 3.4 2.4 .0

100.0% 100.0% 99.9% 100.0% 99.9%/
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utility of gaming/simulation vs. other factors, the following information

is presented. Respondents were asked to rate the items appearing in Table 30

in terms of their importance to a unit's successful accomplishment of its

mission.

From Table 30 we observe that gaming/simulation is regarded as one

of those items least important to successful completion of the unit's mission

A in actual combat (x =2.6), significantly less so than peacetime ARTEP train-

ing (x = 3.2) and SM training (x - 3.4). Interestingly, when experience with

gaming/simulation is held constant, no significant effect is observed on the

rating of the importance of gaming/simulation in the actual combat situation.

In conclusion, it appears that when individuals have had experience with

* gaming/simulation, they are more likely to regard it as a more effective train-

ing tool yet still fail to regard it as effective as other forms of training

for the actual combat situation.

Turnover, Turbulence and Unit Training

Three items from the ARTS survey concerned respondents' perceptions

V. of the seriousness of personnel turbulence and turnover with respect to

their impact on training and unit performance. When asked to rate unit

generated personnel turbulence as one of twelve obstacles to training, re-

spondents gave it a mean rating of 6.0 (refer to item 6 in the codebook).

Rated as greater obstacles were post support requirements, command directed

activities, resource constraints, a shortage of capable NCOs and the lack

of time for proper training. Turnover appears to be a problem that has more

of a long-run character because of detrimental effects on the experience

.1 11-53
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Table 30

Overall means and standard deviations
for importance attributed to various elements

of a unit's combat performance

in actual combat, how important do you think the following are to a unit's
.uccessful accomplishment of its mission:

x SD

NCO leadership 3.9 .45

Hatred of the enemy 2.4 .83

Department of the Army guidance 2.4 .92

The condition of unit equipment 3.8 .53

The condition of individual equipment 3.7 .57

Patriotism 3.1 .76

SM training in peacrtime 3.4 .69

Squad or platoon solidarity 3.6 .59

Battalion or brigade leadership 3.5 .68

ARTEP training in peacetime 3.2 .69

Platoon or company leadership 3.8 .49

Ganing/Simulation in peacetime 2.6 .83

S(1) Very unimportant (2) Fairly unimportant (3) Fairly important (4) Very important

TT-54
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levels available to get the job done.

It was also rated in the middle range of other problems which affect

training and unit performance. When rated among a series of 11 items (see

Q40 in the codebook) the "complete turnover of personnel every 7 or 8 months

and the impact of training" was assessed as being a problem to some extent.

Problems of greater consideration were the imposition of too many non-tactical

requirements on the unit, a shortage of qualified NCOs, the changing priorities

of higher headquarters and discipline. In another series of items (see QAI

in the codebook) personnel turnover was fourth among seven areas considered

important to unit performance.

In focusing on differing perceptions of the importance of turbulence and

turnover by rank, type of unit and theater, it was found that the immediate

problem of turbulence and the larger problem of turnover are both considered

more problematic by ARTS respondents in CONUS than in USAREUR (see Table 31).

When type of unit is varied, it is observed that turbulence is most proble-

matic for those respondents in combat support, armor and air defense units.

Respondents from two of the types of units (armor and ADA) were also more

likel.y to rate turnover as a greater problem. Additionally, respcndents in

the field artillery units saw this as a greater problem than did those in

infantry, combat support and combat service support units.

Examination of differing perceptions by the rank of the respondents indi-

cates that only 0-6 officers were much more likely to respond that these areas

are great problems.

In summary, these problems do not appear as the greatest obstacles tc

training and effective performance relative to the problems generated by post

support requirements and the conflicting demands of higher headquarter.

reader should remember, however, that these respondents have indicated t!-at
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Table 32

(Item 40E): To what extent do you think "complete turnover of
personnel every 7 or 8 months and the impact on training"
is a problem?

Percent

(1) To a veryget xen 18.1)

) 42.4
(2) To a great extent 24.3)

(3) To some extent 30.7

(4) To a little extent 16.2)
) 26.9

(5) To a very little extent 10.7)

Table 33

(Item 41B): How important do you think the "personnel turnover"
is in determining how well a unit performs?

Percent saying
important and

Percent unimportant

(1) Very unimportant 2.2)
) 14.4

(2) Fairly unimportant 12.2)

(3) Fairly important 50.8)
-. ~ )85.6

(4) Very important 34.8)
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they believe the problems of turbulence and turnover to be most serious as

they relate to competing demands on training time (see the section on open-

ended responses below).

Content Analysis of Open-Ended Responses

-. In addition to responding to the structured items discussed in other

sections of this report, ARTS respondents were asked to comment on problem

areas of the training system which they felt were not adequately covered by

the survey. Approximately forty respondents in USAREUJR and approximately

seventy respondents in CONUS provided interpretable responses. These indi-

viduals were predominantly in grades 0-3 to 0-5.

The most frequently expressed sentiments concerned what really seems

* ~. to be a series of closely related problems which culminate in these respondents'

opinion that they lack enough time to make training effective. Underlying

this area of concern are several contributing factors.

Respondents at all positions in the organization stress that their

training time is cut into because of competing demands which require their

attention. Especially significant was the frequency with which 0-3 through

0-5s implicated higher headquarters as generating conflicting demands and

requirements. The tendency was to perceive these actions of higher headquarters

as detrimental to training and as actions which are generated by organizational

requirements which do not coincide with successful training for mission

requirements.

In other words, it appears that the latent effects of many required reports

to superiors and directives imposed by superiors is to motivate individuals to

respond with effort directed at simply complying with such requests in a fashion

e. 11-59
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that doeb not result in negative sanctions; i.e., there seems to be a dis-

cre~ancy between their perception of a job well done and their superiors'

perception. These respondents indicate that they are distressed because

time which could be spent in planning for training or in training and coordi-

nating lower level trainers is instead allocated to nontraining related

*. paperwork and similar administrative requirements.

For example, officers in combat support and combat service support

specialities felt that much of the training program passed on to them was

not appropriate to those tasks which they are called upon to perform in a

combat situation. Additionally, it was often mentioned that responding to

such demands takes them away from regular daily maintenance, transportation

or other support activities which they feel are more akin to their wartime

.- tasks. In other cases, either the lack of clear direction or the interference

from higher headquarters is perceived as lack of support for training. Several

individuals cited this nonsupportive aspect of the actions of higher head-

. quarters as a demoralizing factor for trainers and as a threat to their

-* credibility with their men. The problem areas above which were identified

in respondents' comments and others are listed in Table 36. It may well be

that underlying the above complaints mentioned is a wellspring of discontent

with the current training system that stems not from the type of training

programs which exist but from the trainers inability to concentrate on training.

Factors Impinging on Training: A Comparison With The Gorman Survey

Use of the Army Training Study Survey and the German Survey allows a

partial exarination of possible trends affecting training, or more correctly,

trends in leader's perceptions regarding factors thought to affect training:

distractors, the impact of variation in present for duty strength, and the

11-60
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Table 36

:1 Training problem areas commonly mentioned in open-ended comments.

1. Conflicting priorities of higher headquarters,
too much task orientation, not enough mission

-~ orientation.

2. Post support and daily job details cause
turbulence in units that leaves little time

~i. for effective training.

N~'.3. Lack of perception by higher level planners
of the difficulties associated with implementing
training packages.

4. Lack of trainer's time to plan training and give
.5'-.-~it the proper emphasis to make it effective.

5. Climate of "crisis management" impedes effective
planning and execution.

6. Goals of higher headquarters are vaguely defined
with respect to training results resulting in a
perceived lack of support for training.

7. Lack of experience and training among the trainers.

8. Personnel problems - including low quality recruits
and those with severe personal problems- interfere

U. with effective training.

'U11-61
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availability of training aids.

This section will begin with a summary of the results of the ARTS

survey compared to the Gorman Survey. This initial overview will be followed

* by a detailed comparison of FBDT and ARTS respondents' perceptions and eval-

uations of the training system.

Summary

1. As found in the Gorman Survey, ARTS respondents indicated that

Field Manuals had been used more than Army Training Programs and Army Subject

Schedules.

2. As observed in the Gorman Survey, ARTS respondents in USAREUR found

weapons ranges and general field training areas to be least available. Further,

the absolute level of availability reported by ARTS respondents is less than

observed in the Gorman data. This difference is also observed for training

aids with models, mockups, gaming/simulation and POW interrogation personnel

m ost likely to be in short supply.

3. Obstacles to effective training observed in the Gorman Study are

still apparently serious problems. Among the most serious reported are (1) too

manv nontactical requirements imposed on the unit, (2) a shortage of qualified

NCOs, (3) the need for stronger discipline, and (4) the problem of insuring

that day-to-day training is conducted.

4. The percentage of authorized TOE strength estimated to be needed

in "present for duty" status at various organizational and rank levels was

apDroxfately 80% This is roughly 5% higher than levels estimated by the

acti'.,e army respondents in the Gorman Survey.

3. T3he estimated importance of several mission or problem areas compares

nuarlv exactly between the two surveys. The most important areas are operational

11-62
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missions, small unit training and vehicular maintenance. Command inspections

were rated as slightly more demanding by ARTS respondents than in the earlier

survey.

Distractors to Training and Competing Problem Areas

Respondents were asked to rate the importance of eight mission areas

with respect to (1) how much importance their superiors attached to it, (2) how

much they themselves attached to it and (3) how demanding each was on their

time. The eight areas and their mean rating for the overall sample appear in

Table 37.

While small unit training received the fourth highest rating with respect

to its importance to superiors it received the second highest rating in terms

of importance to the respondents themselves. In this regard it was among

three areas which the respondents saw as more important to them than their

superiors. The other two areas were operational missions and vehicular main-

tenance. Small unit training also received the third highest mean rating (3.5)

for demands on the individuals's own time.

These responses may be analyzed in greater detail with respect to theater,

rank and type of unit. These results are displayed in Tables 38 through 40

along with the results of responses to these same questions in the Gorman Survey.

We will discuss the findings of the Army Training Study (ARTS) Survey with

respect to the findings of the Gorman Survey where appropriate.

In Table 38, the above mentioned breakdowns are displayed for the question

concerning importance of the eight mission areas to one's superiors. Significan;

differences by theater may be noted in two of the eight areas in ARTS, comnunitv

relations and race relations, both being rated as more demanding to superiors

in CSARE'R. This is consistent with the findings of the Gorman Survey. Howev-er

11-63



Table 37

Mean rating of Importance/ Importance/ How demanding
importance/demand demanding to demanding of your

for: your seniors in your view time
w.

Drug abuse control 3.5 3.2 2.6

Community relations 2.9 2.6 2.2

Race relations 3.4 3.1 2.6

Small unit training 3.7 4.4 3.5

Co-'x.and inspections 3.8 3.4 3.3

Operational missions 4.3 4.6 4.0

Vehicular maintenance 4.2 4.4 3.6

Administration 3.5 3.3 3.5

(1) Least demanding (2) Below average (3) Average (4) Above average (5) Demanding

,6
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the magnitude of the ratings in the Got-man Survey is slightly higher. Most

other areas have ratings which are very similar between the two surveys, both

in direction of difference between CONTS and USAREUR and with respect to

magnitude. The only exception is in the case of operational missions. Superiors

are perceived as having much more concern with this area in 1978 than they

did in 1971, especially in USAREUR.

Significant differences are observed for only two areas when the ARTS

respondents are categorized by type of unit. These areas are small unit

training and administration. In both cases, respondents in Field Artillery

unit perceive these two areas as much less important to their superiors than

- . do the other specialities. This was not the case in the Gor-man findings.

Other differences between the two surveys are not substantial in this parti-

cular analysis.

Significant differences among rank categories in ARTS were observed

in all areas except for command inspections and administration. Drug abuse

was though to be of importance to superiors most by E-7 through E-9 enlisted

and least by 0-4~ officers. This is consistent with the Gor-man findings.

Community relations was thought to be of above average importance to superiors

by E-7 through E-9 enlisted (x - 3.3) and below average importance by 0-1 to

0-3 officers (x 2.6). This pattern is also consistent with the Gor-man

findings and may also be observed in the area of race relations. In the

areas of small unit training and operational missions, C-6 officers attributed

the most importance to superiors while E-5 to E-6 enlisted had the lowest mean

- . scores in these areas. These findings are at variance with the Gorman Survev

findings. Overall, it appears that respondents perceive the areas of small

unit training, operational missions and vehicular mraintenance to be rore
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i777-rtant tc their superiors in 1978 than in 1971.

Ta le 39 is concerned with how important each of these eight mission

• , areas Is to the respondent. Significant differences by theater were observed

in or.l two areas: drug abuse control and comnmunity relations. In each case

respondents in USAREUR gave these are4s higher ratings: drug-abuse was 3.5

vs 3.1, comnunity relations was 2.8 vs 2.5. This finding varies from the

Corman Survey in which no differences by theater were observed for these two

areas. Nc significant differences were observed in the remaining six areas

in either survey and the magnitude of the rating in each area is similar

for the two surveys, except in race relations, command inspections and vehi-

cular maintenance. 7he latter two received higher ratings by the ARTS respond-

*" ents, while the fcrmer was rated as a more demanding problem in the Gorman

Sur'.

Significant differences between types of unit were observed in only

two areas: small unit training and vehicular maintenance. Small unit training

was rated most demanding by those in infantrv, aror and field artillery

(x = 4.5 to 4.6) and lowest by those in combat service support units (x = 3.9).

Vehicle maintenance was a most demanding prclem for those in anmr (x = 4.6) and

" f ield artillery and combat service support (x A.4) These patterns coincide

with differences bserved in the Gorman Survey.

Significant differences with respect to the relatic irportance to the

individual were observed in all missicn or prnblem areas except commancd in-

spections and vehicular maintenance whn APT'. rec',mdent' re att-;or :.ee b.

rank. Drug abuse is rated hicest by F-7 thr ,gh F-9 ',CC,, and :east 'm-_ortant

by 0-A officers. This pattern Is also evident in the area of adrinistrati-n.

Th-ie find!s are sI-Ilar t,, thnse reported by Com. Frret is
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rated most important by 0-6 officers and E-7 through E-9 NCOs and least im-

portant by 0-4 officers. This particular pattern is also observed in- the

area of race relations, but does not compare to the Gorman findings. Stall

unit training and operational missions receive their lowest rating frcm F-5

to E-6 NCOs and highest rating from the higher ranking officers. This finding

cannot be compared directly to the Gorman survey because the junior NCO category

was not included in that survey.

Table 40 shows the observations concerning how demanding each of the

areas is for the individual. Again recalling the overall distribution, opera-

tional missions, vehicular maintenance and small unit training were most

demanding on individuals in the ARTS survey. This appears similar to the

Gorman findings, and the overall mean ratings for each year are quite similar.

Again, significant differences between CON'S and USAREUR are cbser-ed

only in the areas of drug abuse and community relations, and again these are

rated more demanding by ARTS respondents in USAREUR. This too is consistent

with the Gorman findings.

Significant differences by type of unit were observed in two of the

eight mission areas: small unit training and administration. Small unit

training was seen as significantly more demanding among the combat units and

administration was an above average problem area for those in infantry units.

* . Comparability with the Gorman Survey is suggested but not precise due to the

absence of a sample of support units in the Cor an report.

Significant differences by rank were observed for the ARTS respondents

- in three areas, drug abuse control, comr.unity relations and vehicular mainten-

ance. E-5 to E-6 enlisted are most concerned in the former two areas while

officer and enlisted groups report highest demand in the vehicle maintenance

1!-71
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area. firect comparison to the Gorman findings is not possible because the

:u- nir ".Cws were not included in the BFDT sample.

Other Problem Areas

Direct comparison between the ARTS and Gorman Surveys on the items in

this section is hampered by differing response scales in the studies and by

very small nubers of cases in some breakdowns, e.g., there was only one air

defense artillery 06 in the ARTS sample. In addition, information reported

in the Gorman findings does not allow us to reproduce overall means. Our

ren.arks will therefore note significant differences where they occur within

each study and refer to differences between studies in terms of direction of

*difference only.

zong the group of items reported in Table 41 ARTS respondents cited

the lack of motivated officers willing to perform their duties (x = 3.9),

the utilization of officers and NCOs at levels above their normal experience

(x = 3.5) and a shortage of qualified officers (x = 3.4) as the three least

serious potential problems (among those listed) for units. Those most serious

were (1) that too many nontactical requirements are imposed on the unit

(: = 2.2), (2) a shortage of qualified NCOs (x = 2.3) and (3a) the need for

strcnger discipline (x - 2.4) and (3b) the training load is made difficult by

changing priorities of higher headquarters (x = 2.4). These same problems

were a-mong the five most serious in the German Survey.

Significant differences by theater are noted in four areas and in all

cases respcndents in CONtS rate them as more problematic than those in USARFUR.

1-e four areas are (from worst to least) (1) problems associated with training

load created by changing priorities at higher headquarters, (2) complete turn-

(-.'er cf personnel every seven or eight months and it potential impact on

tralfning, (3) a shortage of qualified officers, (4) officers and NCOs called

" 11-74
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to perform duties beyond the normal experience level. These findings are

not comparable with the Gorman findings.

Significant differences by type of unit are observed in seven items,

yet other than noting nontactical requirements as a particularly salient

problem to respondents in air defense artillery no pattern to this variation

can be observed.

Significant differences by rank among ARTS respondents can be noted

on nearly all items. In approximately half the cases, the opinions of 0-4

to 0-6 officers and 0-1 to 0-3 officers, E-5 to E-6 enlisted and E-7 to E-9

unlisted are noticeably distinct. This can be observed for (1) lack of

motivated officers (2) too many nontactical requirements on the unit (3)

shortage of qualified NCOs (4) lack of experienced administrative personnel

in the hardskill areas (5) difficulties with the training load stemming from

the changing priorities of higher headquarters and (6) the nee,! fo~r discipline.

(See Table 43 for the specific differences between these groups.)

In sum: the more serious problems for the higher officer group were

(1) the shortage of qualified NCOs (2) the lack of experienced administrative

personnel in hardskill areas (3) the lack of motivated NCOs willing to per-

form their duties. The more serious problems for the junior officer/enlisted

A group would be (1) lack of motivated officers willing to perform their duties

(2) too many nontactical requirements imposed on the units (except E-5 and

E -6) (3) training load made difficult by changing priorities of higher head-

quarters and (4) the need for stronger discipline. The findings are somewhat

consistent with the Gorman findings.

Impact of Variation in Present for Duty Strength

ARTS respondents were asked to estimate the minimum platoon and minimum
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company present for duty strengths required to achieve dynamic training at

* each level. Tables 42 and 43 display the mean response (percent level) and

additionally display responses to questions concerning maximum turbulence

at each level, broken down by theater, rank and type of unit. Though the

turbulence items were not included in the Gorman Survey, they do present a

measure of the reliability of the ARTS data in as much as the difference

between 100% and the minimum present for duty strength should approximate

the maximum turbulence. In general then, the officer data seem reliable,

with most differences [(100% - min. pres.) - max. turb.] less than 10%.

The NCO and enlisted data do not generally seem to be quite as good.

In general, all officer grades tend to respond that enlisted and NCO/

officer minimum platoon and company present for duty strengths should be

higher than do NCO personnel. Further, maximum turbulence levels are esti-

mated to be lower by the officers than the NCOs. Coupled with this obser-

vation is a tendency for officers in USARELTR to give more conservative

estimates (i.e., higher minimums and lower maximums) than their GONUS coun-

terparts. The opposite tends to hold for NCOs. These findings are generally

ccnsistent with the Gorman Survey, though the estimates of minimum present

f -r duty strength are slightly higher in 1978 among the ARTS respondents.

While the effect of rank remains, no significant pattern of differences

is observed by type of unit with the exception that those respondents in air

defense artillery and combat support tend to be most consistently conservative

in their estimates.

Use of Guidelines in Training

The last series of questions which are found in both the Gorman and
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Table 42

Minimum platoon necessary to achieve dynamic platoon training

(a comparison of ARTS and Gorman).*

CORMAN

Whit do you consider to be a minimum platoon "present for duty" strength to
achieve dynamic PLT. training? (Please answer in terms of TOE strength. not

assigned strength) EISTED NCOfOVTICF.R

RANK RAIK W

06-08 -

05 3 7U 81 64 68 71 88 70 61 77 67 55 71 89 95

Bn CO 74 73 76 73 80 82 72 76 73 75 73 82 78 75

05 3
04 76 73 78 75 81 71 77 79 73 83 77 89 73 79

01-03 74 78 74 74 75 78 75 77 80 78 77 80 78 77

E7-E9 75 75 75 72 77 78 77 70 73 71 69 70 73 72

ARTS

(same question)

, 06 76 83 75 80 90 73 84 89 84 86 99 82

05 82 79 77 83 85 82 85 85 82 84 92 88

04 76 82 70 81 80 76 87 88 81 88 90 86

Ol to 03 78 79 76 81 72 82 83 84 80 91 70 88

E7 to E9 74 67 70 73 75 67 74 67 75 66 72 69

ES to E6 70 71 76 71 75 65 75 73 71 69 - 68

ARTS

Hax platoon turbulence

06 17 13 13 14 70 20 16 12 12 11 70 17

05 12 12 14 14 10 11 9 9 1011 5 8

04 14 16 16 15 25 9 11 13 18 8 25 8

01 to 03 22 18 22 13 17 23 17 14 16 13 25 13

E7 to E9 33 46 41 25 45 56 29 53 37 42 42 50

E5 to E6 40 24 34 16 10 52 40 28 34 13 - 57

a CS and SS Branch categories were omitted from the table to facilitate comparison

(since branch differences were not significant).
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Table -3

Minirrum company necessary to achieve
d.namic companv training*

C 0 MAN

Thlat do you consider to be a minimum companv "present for duty" strength to
a:hiee dynamic co. training? (Please answer in terms of TCE strength, not
assigned strength.)

ENLISTED NCO/OFFICER

RANZk < ~ W

526-08 7 77 68 70 76 80 75 66 79 63 62 71 83 80

gn Co 73 73 78 72 78 83 73 76 76 78 75 80 78 7S
05<3

04 75 74 78 74 79 78 76 78 77 81 78 83 79 78
-03 79 75 75 76 78 76 77 79 78 77 78 78 '

F7-E9 76 76 76 75 77 79 77 71 74 70 70 69 7- 74

ARTS
(sa ne question)

-6 79 83 87 80 90 72 80 87 79 85 90 SI
,5 8284 84 4 7885 85 80 78 81 9083
04 77 81 73 79 78 79 83 88 83 86 88 15
01-03 79 77 79 78 68 80 82 81 79 85 78 36
E7-E9 76 84 84 81 73 66 73 69 73 71 47 75
.S-E6 79 79 84 83 90 70 76 74 76 72 - 71

ART S
"'ax company turbulence

06 18 16 18 14 70 22 17 13 13 11 70 20
05 16 14 22 14 12 16 12 10 11 12 5 15
04 14 20 17 16 28 14 14 16 21 9 25 13
0 01-03 21 18 19 16 20 24 16 16 16 16 14 17

. E7-E9 34 53 41 35 47 51 32 56 44 41 58 41
E5-E6 35 18 31 10 5 41 34 14 23 6 -41

*CS and SS Branch categories were omitted from the table to facilitate comparison
(since branch differences were not significant).

,. ._. . ... _. . . . . . . .. :.....,... . . . .... .... .



ARTS Surveys reflect the extent to which various guidelines have been used in

training. These data are reported in Table 44. For both groups it is

observed that Army Training Programs and Army Subject Schedules did receive

the least use, Field Manuals the most use and Army Regulations intermediate

use. No significant differences by theater are observed although ARTS

respondents in USAREUR report lower usage of Army regulations in training

than do respondents in CONUS. Unit differences are noted only insofar as

air defense artillery respondents report they have used the Army Subject

Schedules, Field Manuals, and Regulations at significantly higher levels

* than those in other service specialities. Differences by rank are noted on

each iteir with junior officers, senior NCOs and junior NCOs reporting higher

usage in all areas than do 0-4 to 0-6 officers. This is generally consistent

with the Gorman findings.

Availability of Training Facilities

Respondents to the ARTS and Gorman Surveys were asked to report on the

availa~'ility of facilities and aids for use in small unit training. Table 45

arrays these data controlling for rank, theater and type of unit. Again we

note that direct comparisons between the two surveys are impeded by the absence

of several categories in the Gorman data.

Analysis of the univariate distribution of means would indicate that the

five types of training facilities are usually available, yet significant

differences can be observed by theater, type of unit and rank. ARTS respondents

in USAREUR were more likely to have classrooms at their disposal than respond-

ents in CONUS but less likely to find weapons ranges, small unit training areas

and field training areas when needed. This pattern is also observed in the

Gorman findings. While everyone reported that general field training areas
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n y aible, - to 0-3 officers and E-5 to ' -6 enlisted

, i-: snnel were most likely to report the lowest availability of the remain-

:ni four tvoes of facilities. This pattern, too, seer.n consistent with the

, 3crman findings.

Finally, individuals in infantry, ar-or and combat support units were

:.ost likely to report the lowest levels of availability of these facilities

when si-nificant differences are observed (in the weapons ranges, area for

individual training, and zeneral field training areas).

o',ese effects of type cf unit, rank and theater seem to hold also for

-" te availability of training aids (see Table 46). Significant theater

differences are observed in eight of fourteen types of aids, and with one

exoeption (sand tables) the reported availability of these materials is

6i2her in CON'S. Again, this pattern is exactly consistent with the findings

cf the Gorman survey. Again, significant differences in reported availability

by rank are observed, and are again consistent with the previous results. 0-1

i-' to 0-3 officers and E-5 to F-6 enlisted are most likely to report the lowest

level of availability in nearly every case. With respect to type of unit, those

in field artillery and combat support units report the lowest availability

of training aids.

The above discussion has focused on differences among groups of respondents

in the ARTS Survey and has sought to show those few areas where the ARTS Survey

and the Gorman Survey differ. C ,erall, the detailed analyses presented here

point to strikingly parallel findings in the two studies and lead to one fun-

7 .. damental finding: there has been little perceived change in the training en-

viron-ent since 1971.

.4. iii
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Appendix A

VV

ALMY TRAINING STUDY SURY

As you 7ay know the Army has been studying its training both in the
training base and in the unit. In the fall of 1977 the Chief of Staff
and the Comanding General of TRADOC established the Army Training
Study to assess individual and collective training-resourccs. ;rogra:s.

, proficiency and readiness.

This questionnaire is part of that study through which we, the Study
Group, are attempting to learn what you-the key traLners in the krMy-
think about some of the key issues in training today. You: !pinions
are needed so we can better understand training, both where we are t:Cey
and where we want to be in the future. The survey instrument was pre-
pared with the assistance of the Survey Branch of MILPERCEL and conicrms
to appropriate Department of the Army Regulations and the specific &%.:cance
of the Study Advisory Croup chaired by the Commanding Otneral, US Arry
Training and Doctrine Commnd with senior officer represectation from
HQ Forces Command and HQ US Army Europe.

If this study is to be helpful, it is vital that you answer each question
as thoughtfully and frankly as possible. This is not a test; there are
no right or wrng answers. However, your respcnses and co-e~rrs will ce

an essential element in developing specific proposals. We need che
benefit of your experience!

The completed questionnaires are prncessed by automated equiprent which
s-umarizes the answers in statistical form. Your own Individual answers
will renain strictly ccnfidential, since they will be combined witn thcse

of many other perscns !a reports which are prepared.

Your commander will give you the questionnaire. tt will take approxi=ately
60 minutes to complete. After completion, please place the cesticntaire
in the envelope provided, seal and mail imediately. We are working under

a severe time ccnstraLt and need your thoughtful optircns as rapid: as

rossible-please place in n=il not ldter than I May 19i.

A- I



CARD 4Z PAGE 1
CoS, VARABLIE

2- 5 ID NYWOtr

4 In your opinion, how does the present training system (ARTEP, SM,
SQT, EDPE, etc.) effect unit readiness in the Army as a whole?

C:od.e..

1. Greatly improves readiness

46.3 2. moderately improves readiness

1.1 3. Slightly improves readiness

2,0 4. Has no impact whatsoever

%.4 5. Slightly degrades readiness

1.0 6. oderately degrades readiness

0.0 7. Greatly degrades readiness

S. No Awer

100%

To what extent is each of the following an effective way for
the Army to evaluate unit effectiveness, in your opinion?

JUDE~ CuRf-1.1OLOPONVEW

Ver +0 a very
4little %%Mt1 somt s1t4k 9r&k

extent eattnt suAne' te exi rd .WEm

7 Quarterly external 1 2 3 4 52A evaluation

2B Scheduled Evaluation from 1 2 3 4 5 9
at least three levels higher
in the chain of command

a 2C An IG focused on training i 4 Is S
proficiency it2 .3

10 Unit Commander's evaluation 1 4 '3

i ~~Unscheduled evaluations fro-. i %".

2 E at leasttnree : ev1s ngher
in the chain )f c T and

I A-2
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CMRO ONE 
PAGE 2

COL._ VARIABLE

In your opinion, how good a measure of t:a3nr.irno . 3..

CODE CIRCLED .Rf.SPON%:Ej .R1VtV vF.al v uJY t o

GOOO 0 VAka POOR POOR An%wWl

3A The number of days training 2 49
.equired to be fully combat

ready as estimated by the ZD
Commander

IL 3B The Commanderts general judgement 4 Z

14 3C snT results 
z t, 4

3D ARTZP results 2 -~ 9

t2.

E" REALTRAIN results 3 4

IT3 aming/Simulation (CAMMS/CAT2'S) 4I 2
3F- results

Is A In your opinion, how necessary is some measure of training :eadiness,4 in addition to the Commander's judgement, in order to support requests
for training resources?

8.2. 1 . Not necessary at all

29.2 2. Somewhat necessary'

3T.4 3 . -.uite necessary

25,3 4. Very necessary

o. N@AA~wt

1007.

A-3
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CARD ONE PAGE3
COL%. VAAIAS LE

: ,-] e w 12 j- sti-.es to effe:-ive in ,'id. . - - -
Pank orde., thielv, I f-o:s . obstacle) to 12 (1least ohstacle).

ALL ITEMS ON "THIS PA( ,E ARE CODED 0O. THRU 1Z NO ANSWE.R 11, CODED 99

(7)
19- 5A . .ersonnel turbulence (Unit generated)

Zi-U 5B j _ .esou:ce (money, fuel, ammo) constraints

Z -5C .9 Zommend directed activities

5s26D 4i Ls. ost support requirements

v -Z% 5E . People p:ograns (EEO, t:ug/Alcohol, OE, etc.)

- 5' F Gene-a1 administr-ation

3G - 5 G Ma:ntenanc-!

1N S 4 Sho:tage of capable NCO's

33 Is5 1 8.4 shortage of training areas

37-Th 53 . Inadequate training management

39-4o 5 K J Lack of tiije for proper training

4 - 5L 3-6 of qualified officers

Listed below are 12 obstacles tc effective collective train"nq.
Rank otde: them. I (worst obstacle) to 12 (least obstacle).

43~-44 GA JL9 Personnel tu: ulence (Unit generated)

5 '- 11,B _2 Resource (oone., fuel, ammo) constraints

47-43 GaC __A~ Command directed activities

A9-a GD AA3. Post support 7ec-lireirents

31.-s 5zGE People c,:ogri-s

c,1-5 Q4 Z ^ene:31s~i~srro

- :-L adi.srto

ro H i3 NCO r ~

L 6+ Gf A
A-4
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CARD ONE PAE 4
COL.. VARIABLE.

97-68 If ARTEP were to be used as a readiness7 test, in your opinion, what percenta3e
of events passed would equal C-1 in
training? (Do not consider personnel
and equipment ratings.)

CODL CIR(.LZD RESPONSE.

6% 1% 26% 36% 4a% 56% 686 76% 8M% 98% 1d8% Don !?'now
pI 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 , 9 1s 99

).7.:

* g Soldier's Manuals/SO? describe the skills ne-
cessary for the individuals contribution to:

Cede

4.6 1 ARTEP success

13.1 2 Combat mission accomplishment

19.. 3 Both 1 and 2

3.1 7 Other SEE SJ ~ TY £~~M7

ej No h"Swer

70 Q Successful completion of ARTEP is a valid
test of unit training readiness:

Code
15.0 1 strongly agree

55.5 2 Agree

i.2. 3 Neutral or undecided

11.5 4 Disagree

2.9 s Strongly disagree

1000/.

10 Unit readiness reporting procedures should

b e changed to make the training rating
(C-i to C-4) more objective (less a
matter of the Commanders )udgment):

15. 1 strongly agree

39.73 Agree

20.4 3 4eutral or undecided

IS.1 4 Disagree

6.6 s strongly dlsagree

9 No Am'wer

100%,
A-5

A;A.I



CARD ONE PAGE5
(:LS. VARiALE

How effect've is the ARTEP in
Jetsarmining: -

-"" :- ; -- '---

COE CtCLED RESPONSE >

7 11A Training strengths 1 2 , 4 9

7 1IB Training weaknesses L 2 3 4 9

74
t C adiness Conditions 1 2 3 4 9

75 Suppose you were provided with a Soldier's Yanial e xpanded to
specify priorities, time required for sustainment -raining, frequency
of retraining, and resources required for an averige indiv.'dual to
train for each SM task. In your opinion, how valuable would such
detail in a Soldier's Manual be?

35. I. Very valuable

19.1 . Of some value

ira3 . Of little value

6.5 4. Not valuable

2.1 8. Do not know

11. h,,W1 ev

1000/1

76 13Suppose you:" unit were p.-ovid .ed with an ARTEP ewp~anded to13 secify .riorities, tise :equired for sustainment tra:nina, fre-

qjency of ret:aininq, and resources required for a tvp:cal unit
tiu'rain for each ARTEP task. In your opinion, now i3auatlewould such detail in an ARTEP be?

Vy valuable

43. " Of come value
15.I 'f little valie

5.4 ',ct valuable

1.7 Co zo- now1. 

No A ,-k,-er

100%

A- 6
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CARD ON i PAGE 6
CtL%. VARIABLE

4ow usefil do 7ou t ne: 3 :is expinded AITS? '.d .e for:

Very Somewhat undecided Not very 't use-
*~sf. if *sifjl f.U at all AtHaWto

? 2.0 14A satt.itn Commanders 1 3 4 5 9

1.9 14 B Company Commanders 1 2 3 4 5 9
2.1 14C Platoon Leaders 1 2 3 1 5 9

8 2.' 14D Squad Leaders .1 2 3 4 5 9

END CARD ONE

CAfRD T.WO

cha ,wo co a
2- 5 ZD MUMSaE

S" Strongly Agree Disagree Stionqly NOI CODE CIRCLED RE5PONSE Age iariXN E

1.9 A xn panded ARTEP would be very 1 2IS *valuaole for leaders and com-
manders

7 2.1 5 n Mexpanded SM ould be very 1 2 3 4
1B valuable for soldiers

2.4 C An expanded SM or &AAUP would 1 2 3 4
add too much paperwork

S 2.5 The AIRTEP already includes 12 3 4 115 D enough information

'° 2.5 15E " SM already includes enough 1 2 3 4IE information

n" expa nSF ded RTEP/S is unnece sary, 1 2 31-0 15 my commander tells me what to do
-An 15G A, expanded ARr£P/S;q is unnecessary, 1 2 3 9

I everyone knows the basic skills

A- 7



CAD -TWO P 7
¢oLS. 'VA)PIA L

'ith the cLrrent :e Station Unit Tr3ininq/AIT, whal r.-
centar e ; initial ind.vidual training must the follown7 '-J. s
p:ov:de to produce a t:ained soldier?

CODE ClIRCLED RtspONS
NO

109% 751 59% 25t 9' ANSWER

2.4 IGA -ifant oy 1 2 3 4 . _ 5

'~2.2 IGB Armor 1 2 3 4 5 _

23 1C Atillery __1 2 3 4 5

2. D maintenance 1 2 3 4 -5 9
-. ' I ,E Communication __2 __ _4 5

2.'S IraF Ad mn it: a tive 1 2 3 4 s _

'~2.15 %rG Supply & Service 1 2 3 4 .5

2 16H Aviation 1 2 3 4 5 9

If you could design the training system, how much traininc time
would you devote to:

[E COO CIRCLEO RESlPONSE

much more Somewhat Same Somewhat Much less NO1 07 than now more than as now less than than now A4MWER
now now

1 . T-aining in the in- 12 3 5917A sttui C N-S
service schools)

Z2Tann - h nt 12 3 4 5 9
schools (Shadow Schools)

23 24 7C Traninq in the unit 1 2 3 45 97 'Fora'l Supervised OJT)

S 2.1 I 7:3anino 4n the unit 1 2 3 4 5
('.7D i' ,:Cc/ Cffice:

-onduct)

.

* A-B

a,? ; :"Y . ":v,.-,.. - .. . , .. _.. . .. .



CARD TWO PAGE 3
C VARIABLE

In your opinion to what extent does eacn of the folo.n; redice
innovation in small unit training?

CODE CRCLID RE'P PONSE. vWr
*:~.d ST~hI G &UC~~T S.TAT' No

2, Inspectors from higher levels of z 4 9

SA command note deviation from train-ing guidance and react negatively ' .3

26 18B Too much subject matter must be I . 9
presented in a limited amount of

time. it is impossible to accom-
plish anything other than what is
prescribed

27 Many NCO's and junior officers who z 41 BC present training are not used to
thinking for themselves, thus they
do not develop innovative techniques

j qfl Trainers and commanders are unaware t " s 9
A that they may take new' approaches

and use 'novel* techniques in
training -

29-30 ISE Write in your own ideas about situations that reduce innovation

SEE SPPUME N'ThRI C0') ?4 14T'RIC TV) F:Ci

31 What experience have you had with the use of gaming/sinl~ation19 (CATTS, CAMMS, BATTLE, DUNN-KEMP?, etc.)?

Code
34.9 1 NO experience

14.7 2 Have heard or read about them

z.2 3 Have seen them used

31.3 4 Some experience as playor or contr:11er

4.4 s Extensive experience as plaler or controller

1000A

A- 9
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CARD TWO PAGE9

3! '0 'ow would you -o'npj.e the training ef.rectv-/ene:; of

gamsing/simulation .rith Ine traditLonal training of a o-manJ

Post Exercise (CPX)?

10.9 1 Gaming/simulatlon is much mo:e effective

20.0 2 Gaming/simulation is somewhat more effec!'itv

10.7 3 Gaming/simulation Is equally effective

11.5 4 Gaming/simulation is somewhat less effective

4.3 5 GamI~ng/simul on is much less effective

42.7 8 I don't know

9 No Answer

100/1

How would you compar the training effectiveness of21 gaming/simulation with a Fitld Training Exorcist (FTX)?

Ced_e

3., 1 Gaming/simulation is much more effective

.O 2 Gaming/simulation is somewhat more effective

%3 3 Gaming/simulation is equally effective

17.9 4 Gaming/simulation is somewhat less ef.ective

24.7 5 Gaming/simulation is much less effective

39.0 8 i don't know4 - 9N mwa
100%

34 How should gaming/simulation be used in tactical training2Z for Battalion or Brigade command groups?

.0 1 Should be the only source of traning

17.% 2 Very useful, should be used in con:,jnction witr, ath:

training such as FTX/CPX with 9am4!n,s:mulat:.n oc.c'-

ing the most time

r 33 Useful add-on but, shl~ull be ised1 n cnitict~oi .:n
other training such as FTX/:PX '-itn FTXCPX Occuiofi-7
the most time

S.7 4 1's ar;inal, se onl-y hen we !;n- . e, .u-
o. area *o train oroperly

5. S Shojui not be ised at ill, .'s i's, O: e i: s n!

34.9 s I don't know

1001/
A-10

EOV
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CARD TWO PAGE 10
COU, IA~AL

in You: oOlCn:, r. ;s h. .. ;,-e':23 ;3lJa-in-j "* e t-3c:i..-l : f c.e c f 'I it' ., "at . j n .);

',ot the u.t as 3 whole)?

16.7 01 ;aming/simulation w/o troops demona :dtjng f:ma2
ARTEP task3

541 2 A field training exercise deonst:ating formal
ARTE? troops

177 03 Standard CPX

11.4 04 Write own idea SEE SUPPLE CODING

27 In your opinion how does the present training system (A TEP,24 SM, SQT, ORT/EDRE etc.) affect your unit readineSs?

1 Greatly improves readiness

44.0 2 Moderately improves readiness

24.3 3 Slightly improves readiness

6.6 4 Has no impact whatsoever

Li S Sliqhtly degrades readiness

. 6 Moderately degrades readiness

. 7 7 Greatly degrades readiness

100"6

How frequently is ARTEP used in
your unit?

COOs CIRCLED fIMPON IE

QV. Z .5

3.S Z5A -o olan t :ainin; 1 2 3 -39 ' .5 2 5 5 T .- tes l:for ma nce 1 2 3 ____

40 1 2S_ C To den tfy unit _t:_ rv 2_

41 1.9 AS a jd for A-11

A- I



CARD TwO PAGE 11.
.soL S. VARIA aL 2

qZ 264 wha percentaqe )fy1.: APTE? task~si

41.0 ( ) zoo%

44.A c02) 75%

71 (03) 50

3.4 (04) 25

3.6 (OS) Less than 251

(09) No ART? in my unit

00/. if 50% or less, explain why 7 . ',

In your opinion, how do :equirements to train to ART7P standards affect:

CODE CIRCLED RE.SPONE J

W - W . -

44 ' 27A Your conduct of SOTr Training 1 2 3 5 4

4S 2.1 278 Your planning of Mission Vraini ng 1 2 3 4 5 -.I

46 3.1 27C Your incorporation of Aventure 1 2 3 4__ 5 9
T-raining i-nto your prog-"am

47 2.1 270 Your organization of Training 1 2 3 4 9
(Training Management)

How *3ften did you use the following In conducting ta.na
prior to ARTEP, SMs, TEC?

' ' 54.NW It
CODE CIRKLED RESPONE !5k

Never Sometimes Usually Always Re-e'te: et

4 .a 28A A-my Training P:oq:ams (ATP) 1 2 3 4 3

.. A- 12

%c2

0- ILI% = N I

3.4~~~:L 2L" F:ldMnulN('i1 2 r



CARD TWO PAGE U2
V'L~,.VAftIA UE

:iw 5 0:,-.'. .'." : . that "J r:t 3,.I o do the f : .t-;
in an :I nrfIO 3t v e '. y?

CODE CIRCLED RESPONS
% All of most af Some a- seljon :;ever NO

the time the time the time

2.8 29A Teacn ,RTEP-tasks 1 2 3 4 5

'Z 2.9 298 Teach SM tasks 1 2 3 4

~' 2.B 29 C Perform ARTEP tasks 1 2 3 4

2.9 29D Perform SM tasks 1 2 3 4 5

S0A .aow Often have you been penalized for initiating n4 w or different30A trainzing methious?

code A'
.G 1. All -f Z.he time

3.9 2. m ost. of the time

20.6 "3. Some of the time

25.4 A. Seldom

4 49.5 5. Never
-- _______ ~ ~Does not apply to ime (ast~ INA~wi lk)

100%A f answered "all of the time" or "most of the time" olease ex;:1311 w,

-T I, CM3S

hS j How often have you been rewarded for initiating new or different
•A. training methods?

5.1 1. All of the time

1 .3 2. Host of the time

2%.7 3. Some of the time

23.2 4. Seldom

19.5 5. Never

Q. 5. 6. Does not apply to me

, . NO ANSWER

A- 13



CARD TWO PAGE 11
cz S. 'VA;IAULC

59 3Z How sa:isfied are you with the instructions you haie re:eived on3 how to train small units?

9.9 1. Very dissatisfied

23.6 2. Somewhat dissatisfied

1B.9 3. Neither satisfied or dissatisfied

3.9 4. Pairly satisfied

t17 S. Very satisfied

- 9. 1 have not received any instructionso" o Aor.No
100 0/

33 -61 Which statement best expresses your opinion about t-e foroal

written small unit training guidance supplied by OA (e.g., APTEP,
Soldier's Manuals, Training Circulars, etc.)?

Code

47.8 01 They are very valuable and should be used as a -efe:ence
when conducting training

42.9 02 They are valuable as general guidance but not always that
useful when training is being conducted

6.6 03 They are of little value in that they do not take Into

consideration important local factors

2.7 04 Are of little value in that they (write in your own reason)

SEE 1UPPtXMENTARY C0IiNGC INSTRUCTIONS FO 13.

99 I have not seen written guidance or No Amwer

Please indicate how often each of the following training facilities was
available to you in conducting small unit training during he past year;

COOOE CIRCLEO RESPONSL I Anwer

Never Sometimes Usually Whenever Have not
desi.ed needed this

.acilit,

Sz 3.0 34A weapons Ranges 1 2 3 4 9

( 3.2 34B Areas for rndividual Training 1 2 3 4 9

GA 3.t 34C Area for Small Unit Training 1 2 3 4 3

65 3.3 14D classrooms 1 2 3 4 9

" 2.9 1?E General ?ield Tr,:n.nj .:eas 1 2 1 4

A-14
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CARD IVwO PAGC K
C01.. VARIABLE

FI.ast indica*e how aftin each et the follow:,g t:ainino 31s
was available to you in conducting small unit t:aining during
the past year.

/G~aN

67 3.13 5A Actual Equipme.nt 1 2 3 4 1
69 2.4 35B odels 1 2 3 4

61 2.3 35C M:ockps 1 2 3 9

o 2.9 '50 G :aphic materials 1 2 3 41

. 2.5 35E Displays 1 2 3 4 4

"- 3,A 35T Chalkboards 1 2 3 4 9

3. 356 Piles 1 2 3 4 )

74 2 , 351 Sand tables 1 2 3 4 4

" 2.5 351 T:aininq demonstrations 1 2 3 4 9

." 35 3 Agessor/oPOR p.rsonnel

agd materials 1 2 3 4 9
77

.. S Prisoner oe war rnterroga-
tion personnel 1 2 3 4 _3

." 7 2.2 35L S.muation/gaming 1 2 3 4 -

3. 3 35M TEC 1 2 3 4?

3.0 15N Vlldeo tape 1 2 3 4 9

END CARD TWO

A- 15
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V CARD T4REE PME IS

*1COAD TwaLE Caor&3

On .'? a re: ,.C,7

djo vou oersorril 1/
LOSS than 1-2 3-5 "O:t e N
one hour 110.j - 11.: AMWW.

Reading training support materials [CODE c CrCLEZ RESPONSE
(SM, TEC, AaTEP, ET'C.)

'36A This is how it is now b 1 3 4

736B This is how I'd like tt to be 1 2

Reading all administrative litera-
ture except training suppo~rt mat-
erials (DA Pamphlets, Circula:s, etc.)

3;C This is how it is now 1

This is how I'd like it to be 1 ,.ZI~.' 4

Planning for training

A3NoE This is how it is now 12 4-.

36' This is how I'd like it to be 12 3 - 4

Meeting post support requirements

36G This is how it is now 1 243

This is how I'd like it to be 1 3 4

Performing small unit (SQD/PLT'l
training

14361 This is how it is now 13 4 3

31 This is how I'd like it to be 1 2 3

Performing company size unit trainingI ~ 3GK This is how it is now 4 3

- - - 23SL Th.i3 is Iow I'd like it to be-1 - 4 -3

?e:.1o:,sngn large nri- (3J/BCE) trailing

36 3M Th~s is how it is low 4

36N T' .s i tow e1 L. t to h

A- 16 CIE
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CARD TI2cE PAG( 16
COLS. VAAIAaLZ

*- is yoJ: unit's current state of train:zg resdiness in

* ~ Olico..nq areas?

COot CIRCLED tEPOhbE

Ve: y Good Fair Poo: le. Y No: in
good Poor TOE unit

* 2.4 37A Tactics 1 2 3 4 5 9
2z1 .z 37B Weapons 1 2 3 4 5 9

22 2.2 37C support 1 2 3 4 5 9

S2.4 37D mainte. a.nce 1 2 3 4 5 g

24 2.S 37E Cooerunica t ;on 1 2 .3 4 5 9

What is your unit's current state of training in the following a:o3s?

CODE CIRCLED RLU9ONSE

Very good Good Pair Poo: Very poo: A)VVW

25 1.0 38A supervised 0OJT l 2 3 4 5

IS Z.4 3BB Unit Training 1 2 3 4 5

Individual 1 2 3 4 5 92 2.7 39C Training

What is your unit's level of proficiency in the following areas?

CODE CIRCLED RE'jPOWSE
NO

Very good Good Fair Poor Very goo AlNwEZ

22 2.S '39A Znd~vidual tasks 1 2 3 4
29 24 38 squad/section i 2 3 4
29 2- 39B team tanks

30 2.3 39C P!*Om t~k 1 2 3

'6 2.2 39D Compan-1/3attery 2 3 4

e& tSkS

32 3SE saain tasks 2 3

,, A-17
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cAa.D r4zE PAGE 17
14ARIABLE

The following statements describe potential o:obles which LC ay

apply tc a unlt. please indicate the extent to which YOU thnk

each of the following is a p;oblem:

To A Very To A To To A To A I
Great Great So . Li- Ve:y don' No
Extent Extent Extent ExtenI Little know Anjap

Extent

S 4.0 40A Lack of rotivated officers willing
34 o perform their duties 1 2 3 4 5 8

?.2 408 Too many nontactical requirements
imposed on the unit 1 2 3 4 5 S

2.1 40. Shortage of qualified NCO's 1 2 3 s 6

3.0 L back of experienced administrative

personnel in the hard skill areas 1 2 3 4 5

2.9 4GE Complete turnover of personnel
every 7 or 8 months and the im-

pact on training 1 2 3 4 5 8 a

173. 40F The officers and NCO's &ae called
to perform dities well beyond the
normal experience level -- for
example -- line companies commanded
by lieutenants with less than two
years service 1 2 3 5 8

2) 2.4 40"G The training load made difficult
by changing priorities of higher

headquarters 1 2 1 4 5 S

40 1.0 40H ninuring day-to-day training is

conducted 1 2 3 4 5 8 o

4% 2.9 401 Lack of motivated NCO's willing

to adeq ,ataly perform their duties 1 2 3 4 5 8

42 35 403 J Shortage of qualified officers 1 2 3 4 5 8

43 2.4 DisOtcipline. The need for
stronqer discipline in the
new changing Army. I z 3 4 5 a

A- B
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CARD TWREE PAGE, ItS.L13. VARIASLE

Soe ;-ts con$3:;er,7/ ou.oe-fo:T others e-en ho.JO)-i -
sn. external cor., -ons te essentially the S3e. H. i-L-a'

:' you hink thA follow'3 a.'e in dete-mining how we!l a ujnitfor," 0"ms?

C CODE CIRCLLO RESPONSE
Ve:y Fairy V:F a I ": NO

L niz,-po.-t ant Un.;mocrtsnl Z-mpo:"snt , or- s." AI, SWF.
44 1.7 41A .sp:it do- Cor.-ps i - 2 .1 , .4
46 3.2 41B Personnel Turnov: e1 2

46 3.7 IC Te Commander's
Leadership ability 1 2 4

47 Z 41D Luck 2 4

2.4 41E Unfair evaluationsf 1 2

49 .U 4 1 F QCaality of the HC il 1 2
s5 . 41 :niual Staimina/ 2

41G phyial conditioning

In actual combat, how important do you think the f!l1c.-.j, .
to a unit's successful accomplishment of its mission:

Very Fairly ral:lv Vt:v 40
Unimportant Unimportant Important I.oortanv XW%*NIS .9 42A NCO Leadershi. 1 2 3 "

2.5 42. .t:ed of the enemy 2 3

2.4 42C Department of the Army 2 4
guidance

5 3-S 42D The condition of Unit 2 3equ .Omen t

3 -.7 42F The condition of Individual
equipment 1 2 3 4

Sr - 2 Patr'iotism i 2 3 4
S7 3.4 4ZG SM training in peacetime 1 2 3

St 3 r 42H. Squa-i or platoon solidarity' 1 2 3
S 3.S 421 Sa-talion or t:'iade 1eade:- 1 2 9sh~o

3-28 AZK Pli~o,.n o: corzraiy 1!ae~s~i,2.6 42L 3

A- 19
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CA2D T R PAGIE k9

There is discusslon today whether military se.rLce is

p:ea:ily a "joo" or a "calling'. What do you tnins aoout
the follow'ng statements?

CODE CIRCLED RE

Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly NO
Agree Dl3aqree AN%V'41 t

63 ost soldiers have always
43A glev: as4 A though t of their Army

service primarily as a job 1 2 ' " 3 4

438 Miost soldiers tod~aX think
of their Army service
prmrl as a job 13 4 13

65 43C Soldiers 3hould think of~~~their Army ser-vice primarily "

as a job 1 2 4

"43D Soldiers who think of their43D Amy service primarily as a
job will still perform well
in actual combat 1- 3 4

67 4 Soldiers who think of their43E Ary service primarily as a
calling will perform better
in combat than those who

think of it as a job 3 ,'

Where can a soldier best learn the tasks necessary to meet
44 -ombat proficiency levels?

Code
I. Service School

4," * 2 Shadow School

460.6 3 Unit Training Program

20.3 4 Supervised On The Job Training

100/0

A-20
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CAIO THRE PAGE 20

~ ;u- .3 ~c~.JeofARTE: is-s ic )1

4 570-n ? ". e! bp e ve * ) *e "ic ! Zor combat Succe is?

Code

12.6 o 100%
$2.0 02 75%

26.7 03 50l

43 04 25%

4.4 os ess -an 25%

99 1. experience wit,

If less thal0, exli h SEJPEAE N

Ci) the.. " Nei 4%. TOE Uv%;i to a ~Cod oi 9B

In you: opinion considering all the tasks .'u! e~ combat.success (in you: unit), what percentage are covr.. ed y \ '

6% 101 23% 30% 46% 501 601 70% Be% 90% Ige% i~~~ P OE Lr. &.MWew
0 ) l 2 3 O 4 O S o 6 7 0 8 0 9 1 3 9 9 9

7. Suppose the ST were used as an individual combat r : ss test,- .47 what percentage of tasks passed should qual combat :ead- e5\\

It If% 20% 38-t 40% 501 60% 70% 90% 90% 100% Noto n ; , S Uru i,! A.Wv
0o 01 02 03 04 as 06 07 08 09 1 a 99

7jS -76 2.1 AIn your opinion what percentage of SOT tasks are not re 4:ed fo:
4S combat siccess:

3% 16% 20% 32% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 1001 Not ir r, Unit &%%'"WV
s00 I 2 03 04 @5 06 07 8 09 10 99 9

H4 9 o w o f l e n m u s t s o d .e : s p : a c t i c e t o i n s u r e t h a t -hel c i n z j-7 on ne x: protec :'ve Pasks w '..n n 'ne second s o f i -;J-0ao; . 3 - 5C K

2.7
27.6 2 ' eeQ'y

ySZ.3 40n- o-':'

1.6 ' ric a 9

1000/0
A-2 1

II 
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CArD THREE PAGE V
COLS. VAIIA36E4

71 How of-en must a company size unit practice Jelhbe:a'e ittack
so (live fire) in order to receive a satisfactory rating .-:i an ARTEP?

.4 1 Daily

2 weekly

4S.1 3 monthly

3.*B 4 Once every six months

7.3 5 once a year

,.,0 6 Less than once a year

9 No AnwCv
1000/

7 How often must a company size unit practice a night occunation
of an assembly area to receive a satisfacto:y rating on an ARTEP?

Code
0.0 1 Daily

5.0 2 Weekly

S7.4 3 monthly

R3 4 Once every six months

3.8 5 Once a year

1.6 6 ess than once a year

a) No &v.~wgv

1000/1
so Ro often must soldiers train to insure they can correctly

identify enemy vehicles, weapons, or aircraft to receive a
go" on an SOT teat?

Code
1.9 1 Daily

R k 2 Weekly

49.0 3 monthly

13.4 4 Once every six months

1.0 5 Once a yea:

.6 6 Less than once a year

9 H. A '*v t r

100%.
END CARD THREE

A-22
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CARD~ FQUR' PAC . zz

Isan !e d. 1, 2. 3;
. fo:gotten .0: . n a :s o f :: r " .,

.3-ce-. Answer I, 2 , 4 -,- " acc):! r " e se - - .- .

CODE I TW~tU 5;- NO ANSgWLRa, It

53A Disassemble/Res3e'e M16 Rifle -_ 3.9
T 53B Install TA312 fieId telephone .5

53C - Recite General O:ders'Guard Orders 2.,

53D _ Apply four lifesavng m.esu es 2.6
10 53E :ero an .16 -fl. 2.9

In your opinion wIhat should be done to prevent rdivjdu~l soij;
57 from forgetting critical s~ills?

Coe
.1 / 01 Overt:ain individual (teach more initially so ir.'.:-ru,

remembers better)

G ./ C2 Conduct frequent individual refresher traininq

246.% 13 Both A and B

G. '/. "4 None of the above. t .. _ _

11-14 What percent of combat-ready proficiency is your unit able to

5 eainta n? (Individual and collective skills)

01. 10o, 05. 6J% 09. 28%

02. 90% 06, 501 if. 10%

-03. Sol 07. 4at 111. 1'%
4. at% 02. 30% 99. d:)

ot NoAwwir

S ow m ny tours :.: yr)j se.',e in "/:etnam?

o s -e -, 1. :one (:<:' J;ESTCN _ OR A

263

100%

A-23
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CARD FOUR PACGE 23
COLS. VARIA L

57 What kind of exoe.ieices diJ you have in ,'etnm:

Codt

13.1 1. No unit I was in was ever in direct combat

6.1 2. At least one unit was under fire but had no casualtes

47.1 3. At least one unit yam under fire, had casualties, but
I was not wounded

13 .7 4. Extended tough, heavy contact

I). No Aulwav

100 y

in your opinion, how likely is it that the United Sares will be
involved in any of the following kinds of armed conflicts in the next
16years;

Coof CIRCLE* R very Somewhat Fairly Very No
- likely likely unlikely %.4ikely APw,,

17 3.1 58A in a ull nuclear exchange 1 2 3 4

I f% 1.9 59B As a peacekeeping force 1 2 3 4

9 2.3 5C in a guerilla war 1 2 3 4

0 2.7 5D In a large-scale conventional
war 1 2 3 4

Z 2.2 5BE In . li.ited conventional war 1 2 3 4

22. 2'B 5F In a war using tactical6 nuclear weapons in addition
to conventional forces 1 2 3 4

23 59 Would you say your feelings about being in the military are:

CeJe
-2.0 1 Strongly postive

4|.5 2 mostly postive

5.3 3 mostly negative

II 4 Strongly negative

10 0 0/0

A-24
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CA23 FOUZ PAE 24.

,,, - :. L ~ ~ _ .N.=. .L. -- J ,:, L: ac s .1 q estions E, 0 to , f :: "

FF3ICER PERSONNEL: F l out questions 60 - , s8-.

oq.estions 69- to e

24Q RANK 1.* 0* -1
13.0 2. 0-2

4Ai, 3. -3

7IS 4. 0-4

20.6 S. 0-5

.1 ~6. 0-6

0. NclA tl(I1

E Source of Commission

231 1 . uSMA

2. POTCI4.0 3. r' I ,O 3. ocs

1.9 4. Direct

1.4 5. NG

II 6. Other (specify) I -P...-!'LA NTAR'Y
0. w 4hti-tkl I C CD"N' 1iN ST R QCTI 0 N%

1- 0 *o/ .

ZE62 Present Duty Assignment

7.9 . B: igade Commander

6.4 : 9Iad, S-3
17.2 3. Ba:alion Commander
19.3 4. Batia:on S-3

19.1 5. :ooany Commanler

0 ..'31a'on Leade:

,00

A-25
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CARD FOV-';

How lor'g nave you been issigned to your present duty assior..ment?

1. less than I month

e . 2 2. between 1 and 6 .onths

,. 3. between 6 months and 1 year

29.9 4. between I and 2 years

2.5 5. between 2 and 3 years

6. more than 3 years

0. No ATIswer a% na, hticsMe

28 64 Bow long have you been assigned to you: present unit?

Code
IoA% 1 . less than 1. month

'. 22.7 2. between 1 and 6 months

Z9.7 3. between 6 months and 1 year

, 1. 4. between I and 2 years

10.9 5. between 2 and 3 years

2.7 6. greater than 3 years

0. No hnm
"
wr or mol

25 What are your Army plans for the foreseeable future?

Code
67. 8%a 1. make the Army a career

21,0 2. continue on active duty b I.YR~e~ et_00iOtcareer

3. continue on active duty but do not, im ....d
to make _Ine Army a career

4. return to civilian life

2.2 5. retire

0. N AV,%wer or ne 01 hpi(

. 30 66 Indicate the highest service school attended:

Code
33.6% 1.- Basic Officers Course

28.9 2. Advanced Officers Coirse

29. 1 3. ~C4SC or equivalent

* 8.2 4. Senior Service College

A- 26
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CA.20 FOUR PAGE 2(o
COLS. VA'II!U ALE

313 67 1 ________ - -

/o. ,, n-esent'i wo: inn 'n your pfiliary MCS'

12.4 z Noe

OFF:CER PERSONNEL Kl- ro UrsrisN 8

*. E iIST70 PERSONNEL FILL OUT QUESTIONS __

4i

I N~e~~o O~itr.~ ehot( 9 46u 79 d. .ot &paI; A.rq d t C. .' 0

3" 
RCode

1.9 1/4 1. E-1

A 2. E-2

.4 0.0 3. E-3

1.9 4. E-4

-4., 5. E-5

25.3 6. E-6

3G.I 7. E-7

151. B. E-8

9. E-9

0. 14* Aaaiy w or .4 ap~itatle

9 "70 How 1id you first enter active service?

Code

i. Enlisted because I really wanted to Ile 4n rne A-,'v.

2. Enlisted to avoid oeing drafted

20.0 3. I was d:afted

5. 4'. Other (soecify SEE~ ~~ M

0. N Awwer C00ING .N r CT tO5
o-n~i o*~ ae I FOR 0.70.

4071 P'esent Cut' AS on!-ent

77.

31.2.:aon Se.ge a7

18.2______ ____ _

.NO A % I COD N C, .- 4 S'IRC 0 \C '4 S

100% .... " j"" "..-"

A-27
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*CARD Tov'z PAG F

41 72 How '.jr,; have /oJ beer ass ,ned o your o_, Sol&_.

Cod_
0.0% :. less than I font,)

14.2 2. between 1 and 6 months

20.6 3. oetween 6 months and I year

29,0 4. between I yea: and 2 years

1.2 S. between 2 and 3 years

. , * 6. more than 3 years

. No A-.wer or naA aitAA.e

42 73 How long have you been assigned to you: -ese t r:'?

Code
I. /% 1. less than 1 month

I4. 16 2. between 1 and 6 months

21.9 3. between 6 months and I year

10.3 4. between I and 2 years

S. between 2 and 3 years

149 6. more than 3 years

;.No Av%%Wtr awP.

43 74 What are your Army plans for the foreseeable future?

Code
0 ./6 1. maKe the Army a career

2. continue on active duty but undecided .bcu 'a,.-:
the Army a career

3. continue on active duty but do not 4ntend to -a-
the A.my a career

5.9 4. return to civilian life

6~.~3 . retire

5. Me Amv.er e*.. yp.ar~

44 75 What is the highest NCO course you have attended?

Code
1.0 Cad.e- ?COC (PC)

.' ,. NCC ITC

I000/.

A-28
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CAIRD FOURq PA JE ZS.

____________________I__A :k . CE

7 7 .... YnJ: .40i. ~ I 4 .J~

16.7 2. No
No0 Answ.er or Kk&eiak

53 How id YOU 3cquire you: training~ for this jot?

Code
I.9eA~ -. ne-station-unit-t:a-n:ig (CSUT)

'.6 2. vil tary Service Schoo, or Training9 Cen'* coi~se

40.3 3. 3n-t'he-job tzain~ig (CjT.)

p0.0 4. C~viian acquired skill eincluding St.:-.es for Sk-Ir1

1 9 Invoilintarily reclassified witlh Serv.ce :;cno.,'o r i.,-
Center co-irse

5.. involintarily reclassified without Service Scliools
7rain.ing Conte: course

R4 Other (spccify) FSE,~. 'M~~'.
JIN TUCINS OP.Q79

V .NAvwror jj &?jjL#

A-'- PERSONNEL PLEASE FUL IN REST OF -LET-N:,?

S4How -fany years 0? active duty have you serveo.* krounl n03 :es* :'3i)

55-56 8 Present age

57 82 st. Code: I Mat , ,n%(q akf9 q N0 A,%,

FO tCscnoclino navi -oi nad?
83 ow~ c.~ Code

. 1. Co7--',ed -i:de Si:

3fe. 5 oir'-ed coIlen.

10.1 6 rs--e 1raduate sch.ool

26. 1 1 -op, a 3raduate School

% .



34 . ,. . __ o_____

41 In. .
,  

05 A.: Defe'3- 29 J D/CH

6: Irfant:' ,"ech) 06 Signal Co ?s -, ,,.:e. -ase:

d 3 Aseoo 87 Milita:y Pol):e 1 - arts. Corps

04 Field Atillery 86 Military Intel 77 Iher, Com:a: S:

88 ^3-%: e, Se:v.,:e 3p

{ - What do you conside: to be min-l.uom olatoon ",e4--; :e
for duty" strength to achieve dynamic pit. t:Tnin? ENLISTED NC. FF:CTE;
(Please answer in terms of TOE strength, not assilnel
strength.) ............................................. .8 2*.

.5- (p What do !oo zonside: tc be a m:nimum co-o3nv "resent itq .)
for duty" st:engtn to achieve dynamic co. t:ar.;?' ENLISTED NcCO/Fr:C P
(Please answer in terms of TOE strength, not assi;ned
st reng t . ............................... ............

What do you consider to be th e axi-u- iC-on

87 turbulence tpe:sonnel shifts within te platoon :i-

o-uZ d7" as well yo consaerhieve thean~ Cr "a:yt *atroi~r N LS ~ NZO

c'uding movement from one squad/crew to another as well
as pe.rsonnel shifts out of the platoon to acn -eve -VLS" 3 X33F:E
Dyenamic Platoon Training oPlease answer i te -as of
O .strengtnh ,_not assigned strength.. .............. I,1

he; quarter pe7 C2d-te:

8 4ha, J0 you consider to be the maxinum czo-oanv
7-7 turb~ulence (per:sonnel shi.ts within tie coz' -yand

outside as well) t , achieve Dynamic Company Trai~ning ENL:STED ';C.3/OFF;,-RIbm:" ~Please answer in terms of ICE strongth, not assigned 0 / 0~~~~streng:.h .! : . ........ ................... ..... .... . _ _ L .

END CARD FOUR

. ..-,
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10 NUMSEX.

L.st d below art a number Of Missions or or'ot em i: aS a
M, 1,git have to deal with in a three month period. Please:

89

1. First, look at the list and then add any croble-n areas :r
which your unit faces which are n tincluded on the list. ?:eet-
add these using the blank spaces at the end of the p:esen" :.i-

2. Second. use'the first column (Column A) to indicate on "e 5 rJnt
scale given below the importance you belive .you superiors attach
to these mission*/probless. (5 the moat important, I tra least
important)

3. Third, use Column 8 to indicate the importsnce that yo belive
should be attached to these missions/problems.

4. Fourth. use Column C to indicate how much of vour time and
attention is required by the mission/problem.

S. Finally, use Column 0 to indicate what percentage of the otai
effort of you: unit was allocated over a three month period to
each mission/problem. NOTE: Column 0 should add up to 1804.

USE TSIS SCALE FOR COLUMNS A, B, C, ONLY (Enter Number Only)

Note: (5) Demanding/ (4) Above (3) Average (2) Below (1) Least rtmanding,
Important Average Average Inpo. n t

Column A COLUMN B COLUMN C COLUMN o

Now Important/ Row Important/ % Total
Mission or Demanding To Demanding In Row Demandtrg Effort
Problem Area Your Seniors Your View Your Time _eu__d

Drug Abuse
re- IQ Control Col. O Dlr1UGA (dl. -1 VAJW.A- trA L~ I * .j

IS Community
Relations te____. _ IICRA_ _______%1'

PP1 4 - za Race

20 Relations CJI. I, R AC Col .P, E ,l. 12 ~ K ~ " t~

Small Unit
Training col.2, 'z TA oj. . 2 "  ct z3 'M

'+' Command
It 0 Inspection$ ~ z C..2(.c t. ZI~ Col.2 *.

~' Operational .

Vehicular
U-40 Maintenance c, . 7 , .. ,. ":•

41, -4r. Administatiton :C' c' i. ., , . L. A:

iot N o AA.V-tTS skrt cocivcd a%, Wink%.

N Vtow a4%vt *-cw %t A r. C t. .c.n ct.
4

V ' t

A- 1

Z1% A-3%d%
0

-" 0
1.'!~, '--'C,
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" .l ' ? -w= .h e-. . P-e,,I e .

n. I n . n a id . ny L, ],,.L , : mn.' - iL.S
- .. . :. t-.c,q wh .: 3.. .. n~ JeJ n the I ,.st le s

;i ""',-:;. .. c .', tt h ..n of 'he : ' q i '

2. Socond, :&" The f r -st col I n (Column A) to indic-tte or *te 5 point
scale o:.;en helow the imoo:tance you belive you: sJoeriu_3 a tach
to these ,issions/problers. (5 the most imPo.tant, I *he least

, " "' 0 : tan*

3. " ;i, use Zolun B to i',Icate the importance that yL belive
should be attached to these missions/problems.

4. F,.ur-h, ise Column C to indica-e how much of vou.;- t in- an.:
altention is required by the mission/problem.

5. Finallv, use Column D to indicate what pe,.centaoe of the total
effort of your unit was allocated over a three month ne-ioJ to
each mission/problem. NOTE: Column D should add up to 100%.

-P USE THIS SCALE FOR COLUMNS A, B, C, ONLY (Enter Number Only)

Note: (5)Demanding/ (4) Above (3) Average (2) Below (1) Least Demandin
Important Average Average Important

Column A COLUMN B COLUMN C COLUMN 0

How Important/ how Important/ I Total
Imissi;n or Demanding To Demanding In How Demanding Effort
Problem Area Your Seniors Your View Your Time Reauire.

., :uq Ahuse
Control i-

2. Co,"jn i t y
Relations 2.9 2.2

Pela t ions 3. .r4 .3e , - on a "I, I U n. i.
Stall Unit
T: aiiing 141 AA .3 5.

5. fjm'ianJ
Inspections 3•

L 0 .-. 07,e 0 n I a
M..S 5, 4. .4.0 \_.3

7. c 3,,_,_, i , e 4.2 ____ __,6 2.

.'-4/''d.-.. ,-,n st: io j. t n _ 33 3,5- .
,''-,9. - ,? 'S. 4._ __i _ _- .

'1. 4__5__4
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90 Please feel f:.-e *o make addj'tonal commen's a he

su:vey o: on t.aininq .ssues which you have "ijor.

about as you cospleted this questionnai:e. In othe:

wo.rds, good t:aining is vital to the kind of Army

we all want to be in. It we didn't ask soleth'ng

we should have asked, tell us here.

SEE UPPLEMENTARY COlNC.,
1N%1RUCTIONH.e rOnt L.. .

'p
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Appendix B

EVALUATING THE ARMY TRAINING SYSTEM

A PLAN4 FOR SURVEY AN4ALYSIS



Should deterrence fail, today's peacetime Army must be able to
d':¢nstrate appropropiate combat effectiveness. There are many as-
pccts to co-bat readiness, of course, but training readiness remains

a critical factor. The Army Training System requires systematic,
ot'going evaluation to ensure that it is contributing as desired to
the combat readiness equation.

There are many dimensions to the evaluation of a complex system
such as the Army has for training its soldiers. Some dimensions are
amenable to logistical, budgetary, or personnel resource analysis and
are beyond the scope of our present concern. However, the overall

evaluation of the system in its final implementation--in the actual
unit--can be facilitated by asking those leaders who are, in effect,
the Arm's primary trainers, to reflect on their experiences, their
frustrations, their successes, their failures and their suggestions
for changes. This type of evaluation can be performed through system-
ati-ally analyzed data which are collected from samples of those
leaders. The following is a plan for such an analysis to aid in the

evaluation of the Army Training System.

l'FOtkTION AVAILABLE THROUGH SURVEY ANALYSIS

Survey research cannot provide a complete and objective picture of
t1u Army Training System. It can, however, clearly describe the system
as it is viewed by soldiers in the field who are in day-to-day contact
with it. It can also examine how the system is perceived by people who

are exposed to different parts of the system and who see different ways
in which it limits or facilitates combat readiness.

The kinds of types of information and knowledge needed and which will
)be made available through survey analysis are summarized in Table 1.
K-owledge and information of the types mentioned in Table I obviously do
not translate directly to specific decisions, but the availability of

,iu-h information should enhance by great measure the planning, implemen-
t-tion, and evaluation of Army training, since it should provide consid-

S eroably ,-ore insight into the "on the ground" reality of the existing
t

To provide such information, however, requires systematic and thor-
*- i-J analysis of the data collected from Army trainers. In the next few

p',.s the following will be presented: the logic of survey analysis as
it aplies to this problem, a conceptual model of the analysis, the

s )' the analysis to be implemented, and methods of data presenta-

tS)n a t reporting.

T.r),IC O ' S1'?,.EY ANALYSIS

th~e (, n*e f our many infornants or survey reqpo-ndePnts, we will first

B-2
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examine the extent to which there is consensus - unfortunately an unlike-
ly event - we can simply take that to be a generally accepted view of

reality. In the more likely event, when there is considerable variation

in evaluation, we need to move to a more complex kind of analysis.

In this analysis we move to the identification of the geographical,

organization, and social locus of those who see a particular aspect of

Army training favorably or unfavorably. It is this process which is out-

lined in the second part of Table 1. As indicated there, the sources of

the variation in perceptions, preferences, or evaluations of the respon-
dents may be the respondents' differences in their backgrounds; in their

training roles or environments; in their fundamental orientations and

values; or, indeed, in some combination of these differences.

CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR ANALYSIS

It is possible to summarize these different sources of variation in

respondents' evaluation of the Army Training System by providing a model.

This model shows the conceptual ordering and causal directions of the
factors leding to the variation in evaluations observed. Such a model is

presented here as Figure I. Figure I includes the variables listed in

Table 1. (pg. B-7)

The model indicates that how soldiers evaluate the Army training is

potentially the result of many characteristics not only of the training

roles and environments from which they are observing the system, but also

of their own background and their ways of looking at the world. For ex-

ample, battalion commanders may look at training differently than squad

leaders. In addition, battalion commanders in Europe may evaluate train-

ing in a different manner than do battalion commanders in CONUS, or a

squad leader in a combat unit may see the relationship of training readi-

ness to combat readiness in a different fashion than a squad leader in a

transportation unit. On the other hand, any of the above differences may

be more complex, e.g., if one battalion commander (or one squad leader)

thinks a war in Europe is very likely and the other does nnt. In this

last case, knowing the respondents' views on the probability of war is

critical, for what one could easily have interpreted to be a positive

evaluation of the training system may simply be apathy resulting from the

belief that war is not likely anyway, so the training system is Irrele-

vant in any case. The opposite sort of misinterpretation of the data

could result from the individual's fundamental orientation toward his own

military service. Those vho are unhappy with their ovn Sprvi,-e nre yr

ably likely to be more critical of the training system than tb-s I~

same unit who are happy. Another case could involve a genor A u '. re-

ness of what training standards are required to meet neces-arv lev-!l f

proficiency. Thus, any systematic analysis must interpret the ex'.i-
% tions of Army training carefully and look not only at Fe<'rap't i, a:'

duty assignment differences as sourcs of vnriatior, hut al : a t"-

mental orientations and values which can serve is inttrv *:1 , :: :

i-
I' , | , i ,i - ' - ,,° " , l l, I % ' - -, -- : •", . " . { '. ". . ." . . , - - -, -. . .



b, t~en those roles and environments and the evaluations of the Army

raiotng System.

"W.z SFS OF THE ANALYSIS

A systematic analysis of the collected data must proceed through sev-
eral phases to ensure its accuracy and completeness. In addition, such

an analysis allows the analyst to simplify the data structure to make it
ri.re amenable for analysis, presentation, and reporting.

Phase I: Data Set Preparation and Editing

This phase requires (a) the development of a codebook which allows

all, the answers on the questionnaires to be translated into machine read-
able data, (b) coding of the questionnaires onto coding sheets, (c) the
punching and verification of the data cards, (d) the building of a data
file including labeling of variables, specification of missing data
values, etc., and (e) the editing of the data file. For example, the
first computer run will set up the Statistical Package for the Social
Science (SPSS) file and generate frequencies (the proportion who gave
each answer) for the entire set of variables. This will be checked for

* values outside the range of acceptable values. If found, this will re-
*( q'iire (a) identifying the case or cases where the values occur, (b) re-

Lurning to the questionnaire to find the correct values, (c) correcting

the data in the SPSS file, and (d) checking the frequencies to verify
corrections. Other more complex and time-consuming checks for consis-
tency could be employed but are probably not necessary for this data set.

Phase 2: Univariate Analysis

This phase will let us look at the expected sources of variation one
it a time. In other words, we will look at the variation in evaluation

,f each aspect of Army training which comes from each expected source of
variation, e.g., duty assignment, theatre, type of unit, perceived proba-
bility of war, or career-orientation of the respondent, etc.

Depending on the nature of the variables involved, the amount of var-

-nce explained by the expected source of variation will be determined by

os3-tabulation, analysis of variance, or correlational analysis. The

-tqtistical measures and coefficients indicating how important a source
-f !ariation each characteristic of the respondent is will be summarized;
-A for those aspects of the training system of most interest, the analy-
• -.i will becfme more conplex and will involve more than two variables.
-.A s will be done in two ways: through data reduction and through multi-

riate analysis.

Phase 4: Data Reduction

p,;ionnaire used in this study is long and complex with many

% %%



questions designed to measure the respondent's evaluation of Army training.
To simplify the analysis, it will be useful to use a variety of techniques
to condense the amount of data to be examined. This must be done carefully
so that the analyst does not sacrifice accuracy in the search for simpli-
city. This process is termed data reduction and, in this case, will be
based primarily on a series of correlational analyses followed by factor
analyses (assuming that earlier univariate and bivariate analyses indicate
that the variables selected are suitable for these kinds of statistical
manipulations). These analyses will allow us to build indexes or scales

p. which will summarize the information provided by the respondent to several
questions.

Consolidating many questions or items into a smaller number of vari-
ables will serve two purposes. First, this data reduction will produce
a number of multi-item indexes, which are generally more stable and re-
liable than single-item measures. Second, as indicated above, it will
reduce the complexity of the material to a more manageable level.
Through this procedure we may be able, for example, to create a limited
set of indexes of training proficiency, combat effectiveness, or dis-
tractors.

Phase 5: Miultivariate Analysis

Figure 1 reminds us that some explanatory variables (or sources of
variation) will operate in conjunction with others to affect the evalua-
tions of the respondent. In order to understand how these sources of
variation operate together to create variation in the evaluations, we
must go beyond bivariate analysis (which looks at the impact of one ex-
planatory variable on one evaluation) to multivariate analysis (which
looks at the simultaneous impact of more than one explanatory variable
on the respondent's evaluation of some aspect of Army training). Thus,
when discussing the conceptual model in Figure 1 we indicated that it may
be important to know not only that a respondent is a battalion commander
(and not a squad leader) but also that he is in Europe (not in CONUS) and
that he commands an infantry battalion (not a transportation battalion)

S. and that he thinks war is quite likely (not very unlikely). Only through
such analyses can we sort out why there are different evaluations of some
particular aspect of training. It helps us locate - geographically, or-

) ganizationally, and socially where there are favorable evaluations and
where there are unfavorable evaluations.

Phase 6: Baseline for Future Evaluations

Although it lies outside the scope of this particular analysis, it
should be remembered that the next step, logically, is to do the study
over (or replicate it) at a later time to see if there are any changes in
evaluations. For example, Is the system more positively or negatively
evaluated (and presumably the system more effective or less so)? Can these

* iR_ 5
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changes be attributed to changes in the training system or the changed
complexity of weapons systems, or the external environment (such as
changes in the technology or deployment or belligerence of potential ad-
versaries)? Fully effective evaluation systems require ongoing means of
evaluation. In addition to providing information on the current train-
ing system, these findings could represent a benchmark to interpret fu-
ture evaluations of the same (or a different) system.

DATA PRESENTATION AND REPORTING

As described above, there are many phases to an analysis before
meaningful findings can be presented. It will be the purpose of this
analysis to review the data systematically and not just present large
numbers of tables. In the short run, this means less weight to the re-
port, but in the long run it means more understandable and meaningful
numbers as well as that which is most critical - accuracy and interpre-
tation. Efforts will be made to report findings in a fashion amenable
to graphical presentation. The prior data reduction efforts and the
systematic multivariate analysis will ensure that the findings to be
presented reflect as accurately as possible the evaluations given by
soldiers in the field of the Army Training System which they have rou-
tinely encounter first hand.

B- 6



Table I

INFORMATION AVAILABLE THROUGH SURVEY ANALYSIS

Overall Evaluations of Many Aspects of the Army Training System to Include:

- Factors in Combat Effectiveness

- Factors in Training Proficiency

- Factors in Training Evaluation

- Relationship of Training Readiness to Combat Readiness

- Distractors that Interfere with the Training System

- Need for Changes in the Training System

- Potential for Success of Suggested Changes in Training System

Geographical, Organizational, and Social Locus of Favorable and Unfavorable
Evaluations of the Above Aspects of Army Training System as Determined by:

- Background and Demographic Characteristics of Respondent

- Nonmilitary, e.g., education, age, or sex

- Military, e.g., rank, years of service, career-orientation

- Training Roles and Environments of Respondent

- Duty Assignment, e.g., Squad Leader to Brigade Commander

- Type of Unit, e.g., Combat to Combat Service Support

- Theatre, i.e., USAREUR or CONUS

- Fundamental Orientations and Values of Respondent Concerning:

- Military Service, e.g., Feelings About Own Service

- War, e.g., Estimates of Probability of War in Next 10 Years

- institution/Occupational Nature of Military, e.g., Orientation
of Today's Soldier and Relationship to Combat

B-3
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CHAPTER III

ARYY TRAININ G STUDY SURVEY

As you may know the Army has been studying its training both in the
training base and in the unit. In the fall of 1977 the Chief of Staff
and the Commanding General of TRADOC established the Army Training

Study to assess individual and collective training-resources, programs,
* -~proficiency and read:iness.

This questionnaire is part of that study through which we, the Study
Group, are attempting to learn what you-the key trainers in the Army-
think about some of the key issues in training today. Your opinions
are needed so we can better understand training, both where we are today
and where we want to be in the future. The survey instrument was pre-
pared with the assistance of the Survey Branch of MILPERCEN and conforms
to appropriate Department of the Army Regulations and the specific guidance
of the Study Advisory Group chaired by the Commanding General, US Army
Training and Doctrine Command with senior officer representation fror.
EQ Forces Command and EQ LIS Army Europe.

If this study is to be helpful, it is vital that you answer each question
as thoughtfully and frankly as possible. This is not a test; there are
no right or wrong answers. However, your responses and comments will be
an essential element in developing specific proposals. We need the
benefit of your experience!

The completed questionnaires are processed by automated equipment which
.*- .~summarizes the answers in statistical form. Your own individual answers

will remain strictly confidential, since they will be combined with those
of many other persons in reports which are prepared.

Your commander will give you the questionnaire. It will take approximately
60 minutes to complete. After completion, please place the questionnaire
in the envelope provided, seal and mail immediately. We are working under
a severe time constraint and need your thoughtful opinions as rapidly as
possible-please place in mail not later than 1 May 1978.

II--



CIRCLE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE FOR EACH QUESTION

i . In your opinion, how does the present training system (ARTEP, SM,
SQT, EDRE, etc.) effect unit readiness in the Army as a whole?

1. Greatly improves readiness

2. Moderately improves readiness

3. Slightly improves readiness

4. Has no impact whatsoever

5. Slightly degrades readiness

6. Moderately degrades readiness

7. Greatly degrades readiness

2. To what extent is each of the following an effective way for
the Army to evaluate unit effectiveness, in your opinion?

To a very To a To To a Io a very
little little some great great
extent extent extent extent extent

- uarterly external 1 2 3 4 5
-avaluation

3cheduled Evaluation from 1 2 3 4 5
' at least three levels higher
I~. Ln the chain of command

, 'n IG focused on training 1 2 3 4 5
[ )roficiency

]nit Com mander's evaluation 1 2 3 4 5

Jnscheduled evaluations from 1 2 3 4 5
it least three levels higher
Sn the chain of command

i. ..2
DI'
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3. In your opinion, how good a measure of training readiness is:

Very Good Fair Poor Ver
Good Poo

The number of days training 1 2 3 4 5
required to be fully combat
ready as estimated by the
Commander

The Commander's general judgement 1 2 3 4 5
'V.

SQT results 1 2 3 4 5

ARTEP results 1 2 3 4 5

REALTRAIN results 1 2 3 4 5

Gaming/Simulation (CAMMS/CATTS) 1 2 3 4 5
results

4. In your opinion, how necessary is some measure of training readiness
in addition to the Commander's judgement, in order to support reques
for training resources?

1. Not necessary at all

2. Somewhat necessary

3. Quite necessary

4. Very necessary

I11-3
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* .Li ".r b ow "'= 12 obstacles to effective individual trai!-'..ri

Fank orde -" 'hem, 1 (worst obstacle) to 12 (least obstacle).

.rsonnel turbulence (Unit generated)

Resource (money, fuel, amino) constraints

Command di-ected activities

Post support requirements

People progrdms (EEO, Drug/Alcohol, OE, etc.)

General administration

Maintenance

____ Shortage of capable NCO's

A - Shortage of training areas

Inadequate training management

Lack of time for proper training

- Shortage of qualified officers

6. Listed below are 12 obstacles to effective collective training.
Rank order them, 1 (worst obstacle) to 12 (least obstacle).

- Personnel turbulence (Unit generated)

Resource (money, fuel, ammo) constraints

-- Command directed activities

____ Post support requirements

People programs

General administration

Maintenance

Shortage of capable NCO's

____ Shortage of training areas

Inadequate training management

Lack of time for proper training

Shortage of qualified officers

.
' I IT1-4
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7. If ARTEP were to be used as a readiness
test, in your opinion, what percentage
of events passed would equal C-I in
training? (Do not consider personnel
and equipment ratings.)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% Don't K
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 99

8. Soldier's Manuals/SQT describe the skills ne-

cessary for the individuals contribution to:

1 ARTEP success

2 Combat mission accomplishment

3 Both 1 and 2

9 Other
4

9. Successful completion of ARTEP is a valid
test of unit training readiness:

1 Strongly agree

2 Agree

3 Neutra,l or undecided

4 Disagree

5 Strongly disagree

19. Unit readiness reporting procedures should
be changed to make the training rating
(C-1 to C-4) more objective (less a
matter of the Commander's judgment):

.
1 Strongly agree

,;_ 2 Agree

* 3 Neutral or undecided

4 Disagree

5 Strongly disagree

111-5
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11. How effective is the ARTEP in >
determining:

" 4) A 4

0,,0 '+4 0 " 0j 0r
U2n W z WZ

r
J Z z -4

Training strengths 1 2 3 4 9

Training weaknesses 1 2 3 4 9

Readiness Conditions 1 2 3 4 9

12. Suppose you were provided with a Soldier's Manual expanded to
specify priorities, time required for sustainment training, frequency
of retraining, and resources required for an average individual to
train for each SM task. In your opinion, how valuable would such
detail in a Soldier's Manual be?

.U 1. Very valuable

2. Of some value

3. Of little value

4. Not valuable

8. Do not know

13. Suppose your unit were provided with an ARTEP expanded to
-." specify priorities, time required for sustainment training, fre-

quency of retraining, and resources required for a typical unit
to train for each ARTEP task. In your opinion, how valuable
would such detail in an ARTEP be?

1. Very valuable

2. Of some value

3. Of little value

* 4. Not valuable

8. Do not know

1I1-6
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14. How useful do you believe this expanded ARTEP would be for:

Very Somewhat Undecided Not very Nit use-
useful useful useful ful at a]

Battalion Commanders 1 2 3 4 5

Company Commanders 1 2 3 4 5

Platoon Leaders 1 2 3 4 5

Squad Leaders 1 2 3 4 5

15. Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

An expanded ARTEP would be very 1 2 3 4
valuable for leaders and com-
manders

An expanded SM would be very 1 2 3 4
valuable for soldiers

-. An expanded SM or ARTEP would 1 2 3 4
add too much paperwork

The ARTEP already includes 1 2 3 4
a enough information

Tne SM already includes enough 1 2 3 4
information

An expanded ARTEP/SM is unnecessary, 1 2 3 4
my commander tells me what to do

An expanded ARTEP/SM is unnecessary, 1 2 3 4
- everyone knows the basic skills

"a
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6. t~!~> <-,e currer't One Station Unit Trainin/AIT, what per-
-entage of initial individual training nust the following units
rovide to produce a trained soldier?

100% 75% 50% 25% ot

Infant:y 1 2 3 4 5

- rmor 1 2 3 4

,rtillery 1 2 3 4 5

l. aintenance 1 2 3 4 5

i 'o runication 1 2 3 4 5

dmnistrative 1 2 3 4 5

.. upply & Service 1 2 3 4 5

vi a t i o n 1 2 3 4 5

7. If you could design the training system, how much trainina time
,ould you devote to:

Much more Somewhat Same Somewhat Much less
than now more than as now less than than now

now now

'raining in the in- 1 2 3 4 5
titution (CONUS
ervice scnools)

-raining in the unit 1 2 3 4 5
Schools (Shaow Schools)

raining in the unit 1 2 3 4 5
..- Formal Supefvised OJT)

:r a n, ra n a -n T h1 'nit 3 4
Un~t NCO/ Officer

.. onduct)
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18. In your opinion to what extent does each of the following reduce
innovation in small unit training?

To very To To some To a To
little little extent great ver
extent extent extent gre

e.t

Inspectors from higher levels of 1 2 3 4 5
command note deviation frog train-
ing guidance and react negatively

Too much subject matter must be 1 2 3 4 5
presented in a limited amount of
time. It is impossible to accom-
plish anything other than what is

.' prescribed

Many NCO's and junior officers who 1 2 3 4 5
present training are not used to
thinking for themselves, thus they
do not develop innovative techniques

Trainers and commanders are unaware 1 2 3 4 5
that they may take new approaches
and use *novel" techniques in
training

Write in your own ideas about situations that reduce innovation

19. What experience have you had with the use of gaming/simulation
(CATTS, CAMMS, BATTLE, DUNN-KEMPF, etc.)?

1 No experience

V. 2 Have heard or read about them

3 Have seen them used

,. 4 Some experience as playor or controller

5 Extensive experience as player or controller

111-9
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20. How would you compare the training effectiveness of
gaming/simulation with the traditional training of a Command
Post Exercise (CPX)?

1 Gaming/simulation is much more effective

2 Gaming/simulation is somewhat more effective

3 Gaming/simulation is equally effective

4 Gaming/simulation is somewhat less effective

5 Gaming/simulation is much less effective

8 I don't know

21. How would you compare the training effectiveness of
gaming/simulation with a Field Training Exercise (FTX)?

1 Gaming/simulation is much more effective

2 Gaming/simulation is somewhat more effective

3 Gaming/simulation is equally effective

4 Gaming/simulation is somewhat less effective

5 Gaming/simulation is much less effective

8 I don't know

22. How should gaming/simulation be used in tactical training

for Battalion or Brigade command groups?

1 Should be the only source of training

2 Very useful, should be used in conjunction with other
training such as FTX/CPX with gaming/simulation occupy-
ing the most time

3 Useful add-on but, should be used in conjunction with
other training such as FTX/CPX with FTX/CPX occupying
the most time

4 It's marginal, use only when we don't have time, money
or area to train properly

Should not be used at all, just doesn't provide proper
training

8 I don't know

111-10
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23. In your opinion, what is the most effective method f.or
evaluating the tactical proficiency of a Battalion Command Group
(not the unit as a whole)?

1 Gaming/simulation w/o troops demonstrating formal
ARTEP tasks

2 A field training exercise demonstrating formal

ARTEP troops

* 3 Standard CPX

* -' 4 Write own idea

24. In your opinion how does the present training system (ARTEP,
SM, SQT, ORT/EDRE etc.) affect your unit readiness?

1 Greatly improves readiness

2 Moderately improves readiness

3 Slightly improves readiness

4 Has no impact whatsoever

5 Slightly degrades readiness

6 Moderately degrades readiness

7 Greatly degrades readiness

25. How frequently is ARTEP used in
your unit?

a)0
z 0

To plan training 1 2 3 4 5

To test performance 2 3 4 5

To identify unit strengths/ 1 2 3 4 5
weaknesses

As a guide for training 1 2 3 4

F"I II-



. ;;ha" p.rcentage of your ARTEP tasks is
lour unit training to?

(1) 100%

(2) 75%

(3) 50%

(4) 25%

(5) Less than 25%

(9) No ARTEP in my unit

If 50% or less, explain why
-p

27. In your opinion, how do requirements to train to ARTEP standards affect:

J.J :10 Z I .

W~ W~ -WW Ca M M

Your conduct of SQT Training 1 2 3 4 5

Your planning of Mission Training 1 2 3 4 5

Your incorporation of Adventure 1 2 3 4 5
Training into your prolram

Your organization of Training 1 2 3 4 5
(Training Management)

28. How often did you use the following in conducting training
prior t.o ARTEP, SMs, TEC?

Not in
Don't the Army

Never Sometimes Usually Always Remember then

A-rmy Training Programs (ATP) 1 2 3 4 8 9

Army Subject Schedules 1 2 3 4 8 9

F Fild Manuals (FM) 1 2 3 4 8 9

Army Regulations 1 2 3 4 8

II1-12



* 29. How often do you feel that you are able to do the following
in an innovative way?

All of Most of Some of Seldom Never
the time the time the time

Teach ARTEP tasks 1 2 3 4 5

Teach SM tasks 1 2 3 4

Perform ARTEP tasks 1 2 3 4 5

Perform SM tasks 1 2 3 4 5

30. How often have you been penalized for initiating new or different
training methods?

1. Al f*htm

1. Allt of the time

3. Some of the time

-... 4. Seldom

5. Never

9. Does not apply to me

Tf answered wall of the time" or *most of the time" please explain wl

31. How often have you been rewarded for initiating new or different

-~ training methods?

1. All of the time

2. Most of the time

3. Some of the time

4. Seldom

5. Never

6. Does not apply to me
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32. How satisfied are you with the instructions you have received on

how to train small units?

S1. Very dissatisfied

2. Somewhat dissatisfied

3. Neither satisfied or dissatisfied

4. Fairly satisfied

5. Very satisfied

9. I have not received any instruct.ions

33. Which statement best expresses your opinion about the formal
written small unit training guidance supplied by DA (e.g., ARTEP,
Soldier's Manuals, Training Circulars, etc.)?

1 They are very valuable and should be used as a reference
when conducting training

2. They are valuable as general guidance but not always that
useful when training is being conducted

3 They are of little value in that they do not take into
consideration important local factors

Are of little value in that they (write in your own reason)

9 I have not seen written guidance

,. 34. Please indicate how often each of the following training facilities was
available to you in conducting small unit training during the past year:

Never Sometimes Usually Whenever Have not
desired needed this

facility

Weapons Ranges 1 2 3 4 9

A-eas for Individual Training 1 2 3 4 9

Aea for Small Unit Training 1 2 3 4 9

Classroomrs 1 2 3 4 9

7ene-a: Field Training areas 1 2 3 4 9

111-14
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35. Plaase indicate how often each of the following training aid.
was available to you in conducting small unit training during
the past year.

_j

Actual Equipment i 2 3 4 9

Models 1 2 3 4 9

Mockups E1 2 3 4 9

Graphic materials 1 2 3 4 9

Displays 1 2 3 4 9

Chalkboards 1 2 3 4 9

Films 1 2 3 4 9

Sand tables 1 2 3 4 9

Traininq demonstrations 1 2 3 4 9

Aggressor/OPFOR personnel
and materials 1 2 3 4 9

Prisoner of War Interroga-
tion personnel 1 2 3 4 9

Simulation/gaming 12 3. 4...9

TEC 1 2 3 4 9

Video tape 1 2 3 4 9
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On the average, how much time do you personally devote each week -o:

Less than 1-2 3-5 More han
one hour hours hours hours

Pr-ading training support materials
"SM, TEC, ARTEP, ETC.)

This is how it is now 1 2 3 4
This is how I'd like-it to be 1 2 3 4

P-ading all administrative litera-
: ,,,e except training support mat-

-. - ;als (DA Pamphlets, Circulars, etc.)

This is how it is now 1 2 3 4
This is how I'd likeit to be 1 2 3 4

Planning for training

-. This is how it is now 1 2 3 4
This is how I'd li-e-it to be 1 2 3 4

:veting post support requirements

This is how it is now 1 2 3 4
This is how I'd like it to be 1 2 3 4

Fefforming small unit (SQD/PLT)
training

This is how it is now 1 2 3 4
This is how I'd li-e-it to be 1 2 3 4

'.--forming company size unit training

This is how it is now 1 2 3 4
This is how I'd like it to be 1 2 3 4

orming large unit (BN/BDE) training

This is how it is now 1 2 3 4
This is how I'd like it to be 1 2 3 4

111-16
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37. What is your unit's current state of training readiness in the
following areas?

Very Good Faiz Poor Ve,.y Not in
good Poor TOE unit

Tactics 1 2 3 4 5 9

Weapons 1 2 3 4 5 9

Support 1 2 3 4 5 9

Maintenance 1 2 3 4 5 9

Communication 1 2 3 4 5 9

38. What is your unit's current state of training in the following
areas?

Very good Good Fair Poor Very poor

Supervised OJT 1 2 3 4 5

Unit Training 1 2 3 4 5

Individual 1 2 3 4 5
Training

39. What is your unit's level of proficiency in the following areas?

Very good Good Fair Poor Very poor

Individual tasks 1 2 3 4 5

Squad/Section 1 2 3 4 5
team tasks

Platoon tasks 1 2 3 4 5

Company/Battery 1 2 3 4 5
tasks

Battalion tasks 1 2 3 4 5

"-'p
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40. The following statements describe potential problems which may
. apply to a unit. Please indicate the extent to which you think
.. each of the following is a problem:

To A Very To A TO To A To A I
Great Great Some Little Very don't
Extent Extent Extent Extent Little know

Extent

Lack of motivated officers willing
,. to perform their duties 1 2 3 4 5 8

Too many nontactical requirementsimposed on the unit 1 2 3 4 5 8

." Shortage of qualified NCO's 1 2 3 4 5 8

Lack of experienced administrative
personnel in the hard skill areas 1 2 3 4 5 8

Complete turnover of personnel
every 7 or 8 months and the im-
pact on training 1 2 3 4 5 8

The officers and NCO's are called
to perform duties well beyond the
normal experience level -- for
2xample -- line companies commanded

.-. by lieutenants with less than two
jears service 1 2 3 4 5 8

rhe training load made difficult

, ;y changing priorities of higher
ieadquarters 1 2 3 4 5 8

insuring day-to-day training is
7onducted 1 2 3 4 5 8

'ack of motivated NCO's willing
-o adequately perform their duties 1 2 3 4 5 8

- hor'age of qualified officers 1 2 3 4 5 8

' " )iscipline. The need for
;tronger discipline in the
e-d changing Army. 1 2 3 4 5 8

III-18
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41. Some units consistently outperform others even though missiorz
and external conditions are essentially the same. How importan'
d: you think the following are in determining how well a unit
oer forms?

Very Fairly Fai: I y
Unimportant Unimportant- Impo".tant Ir,_or ant

Esprit de' Corps 1 2 3 4

Personnel Turnover 2 4

The Commander's
Leadership ability 2 3 4

Luck 1 2 3 4

Unfair evaluations 2 4

Quality of the NCO fill 2 3 4

Individual Stamina/ 2 3 4
physical conditioning

42. In actual combat, how important do you think the followinq are
to a unit's successful accomplishment of its mission:

Very Fairly Fairly Very
Unimportant Unimportant Important Important

NCO Leadership 1 2 3 4

Hatred of the enemy 1 2 3 4

Department of the Army 1 2 3 4
guidance

The condition of Unit 2 3 4
equ i pmen t

The condition of Individual
equipment 2 3 4

Patriotism 2 3 4

SM training in peacetime 1 2 3 4

Squad or platoon solidarity 1 2 3 4

Battalion or brigade leader- 1 2 3 4
ship

ARTEP training in peacetime 1 2 3 4

Platoon or company leadership 1 2

Gaming/simulation in peacetime 1 2

111-19
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43. There is discussion today whether military service is
, pr irarily a "job" or a "calling". What do you think about

the followin-g statements?

Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

Most soldiers have always
thought of their Army
service primarily as a job 1 2 3 4

Most soldiers today think
of their Army service
primarily as a job 1 2 3 4

Soldiers should think of
their Army service primarily
as a job 1 2 3 4

Soldiers who think of their

Army service primarily as a
job will still perform well
in actual combat 1 2 3 4

Soldiers who think of their
Army service primarily as a
calling will perform better
in combat than those who
think of it as a job 1 2 3 4

44. Where can a soldier best learn the tasks necessary to meet
combat proficiency levels?

1 Service School

" 2 Shadow School

3 Unit Training Program

4 Supervised On The Job Training

111-20
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45. In your opinion, what percentage of ARTEP tasks do soldiers

in the field believe to be critical for combat success?

1 100% 4 25%

2 75% 5 Less Than 25%

3 50% 9 No experience with
ARTEP

If less than 50%, explain why

46. In your opinion considering all the tasks required for combat
success (in your unit), what percentage are covered by SQT's?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% Not in TOE Unil
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 99

47. Suppose the SQT were used as an individual combat readiness test
what percentage of tasks passed should equal combat readiness?

0% 10% 20% 30-% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% Not in TOE Uni
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 99

48. In your opinion what percentage of SQT tasks are not required foi

combat success:

0% 19% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% Not in TOE Unit

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 99
..

49. How often must soldiers practice to insure that they can put
on their protective masks within nine seconds of a surprise attack?

1 Daily

2 Weekly

3 Monthly

4 Once every six months

5 Once a year

6 Less than once a year

111-21
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50. How often must a company size unit practice deliberate attack
(live fire) in order to receive a satisfactory rating on an ARTEP?

1 Daily

2 Weekly)

3 Monthly

4 Once every six months

5 Once a year

6 Less than once a year

4 51. How often must a company size unit practice a night occupation
of an assembly area to receive a satisfactory rating on an ARTEP?

-1 Daily

2 weekly

*3 Monthly

*4 Once every six months

*5 Once a year

6 Less than once a year

52. How often must soldiers train to insure they can correctly
identify enemy vehicles, weapons, or aircraft to receive a
g"gY on an SOT test?

*1 Daily

*2 weekly

*3 Monthly

4 once every six months

5 Once a year

4'6 Less than once a year

-~ 111-22
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53. Rank o:der the following skills as to how fast you th ' ,
are forgotten (i.e., 1 = easiest to forget and 5 = toder .o
forget. Answer 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 according to ease f forget':- ;

Disassemble/Reassemble Ml6 Rifle

Install TA312 field telephone

Recite General Orders/Guard Orders

Apply four lifesaving measures

Zero an M16 rifle

54. In your opinion what should be done to prevent individual sold-
from forgetting critical skills?

1 Overtrain individual (teach more initilly so individual

remembers better)

2 Conduct frequent individual refresher training

3 Both Aand B

4 None of the above. (Write in another method)

55. What percent of combat-ready proficiency is your unit able to

maintain? (Individual and collective skills)

1. 100% 5. 60% 9. 20%

2. 90% 6. 50% 10. 10%

3. 80% 7. 40% 11. 0%

4. 70% 8. 3l% 99. do not belong
to a TOE ur.tn

56. How many tours did you serve in Vietnam?

1. None (skip QUESTION_ _

2. One full or partial tour

3. Two tours (or extended first tour)

4. More than two tours
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* :7. What kind of experiences did you have in Vietnam?

1. No unit I was in was ever in direct combat

2. At least one unit was under fire but had no casualties

3. At least one unit was under fire, had casualties, but
I was not wounded

4. Extended tough, heavy contact

-. 58. Tn your opinion, how likely is it that the United States will be
involved in any of the following kinds of armed conflicts in the next
10 years:

Very Somewhat Fairly Very
likely likely unlikely unlikely

in a full nuclear exchange 1 2 3 4

As a peacekeeping force 1 2 3 4

In a guerilla war 1 2 3 4

s In a large-scale conventional
war 1 2 3 4

In a limited conventional war 1 2 3 4

In a war using tactical
nuclear weapons in addition
to conventional forces 1 2 3 4

59. Would you say your feelings about being in the military are:

1 Strongly postive

2 Mostly postive

3 mostly negative

4 Strongly negative

voo .1TI-24
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ENLISTED PERSONNEL: skip questions 60 to 69 , fill out
questions 69 to 79

OFFICER PERSONNEL: Fill out questions 60 tc 68 , skit

questions 69 to 80 .

For Officer Personnel:

60. Rank

1. 0-

2. 0-2

3. 0-3

4. 0-4

5. 0-5

6. 0-6

61. 6ource of Commission

1. USMA

2. ROTC

3. OCS

4. Direct

5. NG

6. Other (specify)

62. Present Duty Assignment

1. Brigade Commander

2. Brigade S-3

3. Battalion Commander

4. Battalion S-3

5. Company Commander

6. Platoon Leader

7. Other (specify)
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63. How long have you been assigned to your present duty assignment?

1. less than 1 month

2. between 1 and 6 months

3. between 6 months and 1 year

4. between 1 and 2 years

*5. between 2 and 3 years

6. more than 3 years

.64. How long have you been assigned to your p2resent unit?

1. less than 1 month

*2. between 1 and 6 months

*3. between 6 months and 1 year

-4. between 1 and 2 years

5. between 2 and 3 years

6. greater than 3 years

65. What are your Army plans for the foreseeable future?

1. make the Army a career

.1 2. continue on active duty but undecided about making the Army a career

3. continue on active duty but do not intend to make the Army a career

4. return to civilian life

5. r-etire

* 66. Indicate the highest service school attended:

V 1. Basic Officers Course
2. Advanced Officers Course

3. C&GSC or equivalent

4. Senior Service College

ITI-26
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67. Write in you- officer's specialty

68. Are yo-i oresently working in your primary MOS?

1. yes 2. no

OFFICER PERSONNEL SKIP TO QUFSTION 80

ENLISTED PERSONNEL FILL OUT QUESTIONS 69 t -79

69. Rank

1. E-1

2. E-2

3. E-3

4. E-4

45. E-5

6. E-6

7. E-7

8. E-8

9. E-9

70. How did you first enter active service?

1. Enlisted because I really wanted to be in the Army.

2. Enlisted to avoid being drafted

3. I was drafted

4. Other (specify)

-. Present Duty Assignment

1. Operations Sergeant

2. Platoon Sergeant

3. Squad Leader

4. Other (soecify)
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12. o 7 long have you been assigned to your present duty statior?

1. less than 1 month

2. between 1 and 6 months

3. cetween 6 months and 1 year

4. between 1 year and 2 years

5. between 2 and 3 years

6. more than 3 years

73. How long have you been assigned to your present unit?

1. less than 1 month

2. between 1 and 6 months

3. between 6 months and 1 year

4. between 1 and 2 years

5. between 2 and 3 years

6. more than 3 years
2'

74. What are your Army plans for the foreseeable future?

1. make the Army a career

2. continue on active duty but undecided about making
the Army a career

3. continue on active duty but do not intend to make
the Army a caree-

4. return to civilian life

5. retire

75. Wha* is the higiest NCO course= you have attended?

I. PNCOC (PTC)

2. BNCOC IBTC)

3. ANCOES

4. SMJA

111-28
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76. What other NCO schools have you attended (e.g., Division NCO academy)
w:ite in if any

77. Write in your MOS.

78. Are you presently in your primary MOS?

1. yes 2. no

79. How did you acquire your training for this job?

1. One-station-unit-training (OSUT)

2. Military Service School or Training Cente. course (AIT)

3. On-the-job training (OJT)

4. Civilian acquired skill (including Stipes for Skills)

5. Involuntarily reclassified with Service School or Training
Center course

6. Involuntarily reclassified without Service Schools or
Training Center course

7. Other (specify)

AI ')ERSONNEL PLEASE FILL IN REST OF QUESTIONNAIRE

80. How many years of active duty have you served? (round to nearest year)

81. Present age (write in)

82. Sex: 1. Male 2. Female

83. How much schooling have you had?

1. completed grade school or less

2. some high school

3. completed high school

4. some college

5. completed college

6. some graduate school

7. completed graduate school

111-29
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:4. Write in type of unit (enter code from list)

01 Infantry 05 Air Defense 09 OD/CH

02 Infantry (Mech) 06 Signal Corps 10 Quartermaster

03 Armor 07 Military Police 11 Trans. Corps

04 Field Artillery 08 Military Intel 77 Other, Combat pt

88 Other, Service 3pt

i5. What do you consider to be minimum platoon "present (Write in)
:or duty" strength to achieve dynamic plt. training? ENLISTED NCO/OFFI'ER
'Please answer in terms of TOE strength, not assignel
,trength .) ............................................

16. What do you consider to be a minimum company "present (Write in)
:or duty" strength to achieve dynamic co. training? ENLISTED NCO/OFFICER
(Please answer- ;n terms of TOE strength, not assigned
3trength .) ............................................ -% -

37. What do you consider to be the maximum platoon
:urbilence ,oersonnel shifts within the platoon in-
-Iuding movement from one squad/crew to another as well
s personnel shifts out of the platoon to achieve ENLISTED NCO/OFFICER
,ynamric Platoon Training (Please answer in terms of
rOE strength, not assigned strength.) ................. %

per quarter Fer auarter

8. What Jo you consider to be the maximum company
-urbulence (personnel shifts within the company and
3utside as well) to achieve Dynamic Company Training ENLISTED NCO/CFFICER
(Please answer in terms of TOE strength, not assigned

eng............................................ %
per quarter pe" quarter

114
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.89. Listed helow aye a nTer of missions or problem areas i *ynical
uni mi,'ht haie 'o dt.] wilh in i Three month oeriod. Pleas-:

1. First, '.--k af -ne list and then add any problem a;eas or misziso-.s
which ,'ir Jn> faces which are not included on the list. Ple se
add thse :- rhe blank ipaces dt The end of the p-o'en+ Iis-

2. Second, use the first column (Column A) to indicate on The 5 point
scale given below the importance you belive your superiors attach
to these mnissions/problems. (5 the most important, I 'he least
important)

3. Third, use Column B to indicate the importance that ycu belive
should be attached to these missions/problems.

4. Fourth, use Column C to indicate how much of your tin- an,
attention is required by the mission/problem.

5. Finally, use Column D to indicate what percentage of the total
effort of your unit was allocated over a three month period to
each mission/problem. NOTE: Column D should add up to 100%.

USE THIS SCALE FOR COLUMNS A, B, C, ONLY (Enter Number Only)

Note; (5)'Demanding/ (4) Above (3) Average (2) Below (1) Least Demandin
Important Average Average Important

Column A COLUMN B COLUMN C COLUMN D

How Important/ How Important/ % Total
Mission or Demanding To Demanding In How Demanding Effort
Problem Area Your Seniors Your View Your Time Reauire4

1. Drug Abuse
Control

2. Community
Relations

S3. Race
Relations

4. Small Unit
Training

5. Command
Inspections

6. Operational
Missions

7. Vehicular
Maintenance

8. Administation
9.
10. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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S90. Please feel free to make additional comments on the

survey or on training issues which you have thought

about as you completed this questionnaire. In other

words, good training is vital to the kind of Army

we all want to be in. If we didn't ask something

we should have asked, tell us here.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF TRAINING

Attrition and Reenlistment

One of the benefits of good training is that it permits the Army to
better meet its mission of deterrence. With respect to other benefits of
good training, such as improved morale and motivation, the Army has very
little reliable data to support or deny the contention that good training
will or will not resolve the difficult problems of pay, the male/female
controversy, MOS mismatch, personnel turbulence/turnover, and deadline
equipment. There is some sketchy data, however, which may allow insights
on the importance of training to morale, job satisfaction, and general
esprit.

People Join the Army for reasons that fall into three categories: in-
centives (41.8 percent), personal reasons (27.2 percent), and patriotic
reasons (26.0 percent). Specifically, under incentives, 19.3 percent join
to become eligible for GI educational benefits, while 17.9 percent join to
learn 'a skill or trade in civilian life. Other incentives make up the re-
maining 4.6 percent. Thus, the Army is attracting people who want to take
advantage of its ability to train and its willingness to support people
who want training.

ENLISTMENT CATEGORY/REASONS' Percent

1. Enlistment Options - Incentives 41.8

a. To become eligible for GI educational benefits 19.3
b. To learn a skill/trade to use in civilian life 17.9
c. The training choice option that I wanted was

available. 2.1
d. The enlistment cash bonus was available to me 1.1
e. The Army area/station of choice option that I

wanted was available. 1.1
f. The unit of choice option that I wanted was still

available. 0.3

Table I. Percent of Enlistments by category/Reasons
for First-Term Soldiers"

The reasons why first-term soldiers do not reenlist are also illumin-

sting.

1Data from Job/Career Satisfaction Survey, MODD, MILPERCEN, Feb 1977.
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SFPARATION REASONS Percent

A. The pay and allowances are too low. 9.8

b. I think there is too much concern for such things
as haircuts, appearance, and discipline. 9.8

c. I joined to become eligible for CT educational
benefits. 9.7

d. 'Pie amount of busy work, harassment, and extra duties. 9.6

e. I think there is very little "real work" to do in

the Army. I
f. I did not intend to serve more than one enlistment. 8.9

g. I joined to learn a skill/trade to use in civilian

life, and I have done that. 6.4

Table 2. Separation Reasons for First-Term Soldiers

Who Indicated They Definitely Plan to Separate-2

* Issues such as pay and allowances, post-Army educational benefits, and
the soldier's desire to learn a trade for use in civilian life are reas-nq

f:r separation over which the Army has very little control. Other issu ,
such as the proverbial harassment and job-related complaints, provide 2'.

nercent of the reasons for first-term soldiers separating after the first

. term. When contrasted with issues which might be properly called situa-

*, tional, duty hours, and living conditions, these reasons for separation

are given 1.9 and 1.2 percent respectively. Good leadership could help
alleviate some of the problems which the first-term soldiers list as

re2asons for not reenlisting. Coupling leadership with job satisfaction

coull assist the Army in improving reenlistment rates from first-term sI-

Incentives for reenlistment is the third topic about which mu, h ':rvr

work has been acr cmplished. According to findings from the MILPERCEN 1 7
Job Satisfaction Survey, the key factor in reenlistment was interestl,-;
work. In fact, it was seen to be the best predictor of both Job sari

tion and reenlistment; analysis of all variables: grade, sex, edic.'

,vel, race, and marital status confirmed this finding. It is interes- n

ti iite here that regardless of a soldier's sex, or any other variable, on

tntert-sting, challenging job is the most important element ef job satis-
* nc, t ion

Con-lusions which can be drawn from this preli!ninary and fragmer, r

_1tl are:

i. Qhialitv trailning is an important factor in attra,:ting recrult - .

"" b. Inefficient use )f other time continues to have a negative impac t
ldiler attitudes. The Armv needs quolitv work/tr-ining t- keep r riiw.

2. 1)I - .

.J.
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This contention is supported by Lyman Porter and Richard Steers in a
paper, prepared for a 1977 OSD and ONR (Office of Naval Research) confer-
ence on First Term Enlisted Attrition, discussing certain factors which af-
fect the individual's commitment to the institution. According to Porter
and Steers, people enter an organization "with certain needs, desires,
skills, etc., and expect to find a work environment where they can utilize
their abilities and satisfy many of their basic needs. When the organiza-
tion provides such opportunities, the likelihood of increasing commitment
is apparently enhanced." Two factors connected with commitment are _job
characteristics and personal work experience. Commitment is likely where
the job is defined as challenging and there is open communication among
and between the various command levels. Work experience, in addition to
assisting the socialization process, will govern the faith the person has
in the organization. Moreover, personal work experience, together with
the shared experience of others, contributes to development of a strong
commitment to the organization which can be enhanced by a reward system.
Porter and Steers conclude that "one way to reduce personnel turnover
(i.e., attrition) is to focus on building employee commitment to the or-
ganizat ion ."

Substantiating Porter and Steers on these issues is data from the
DCSPER Command Climate Survey, February 1977. Analysis showed that Sol-
diers who spend an inordinate amount of time (50 percent or more) working
in areas not associated with their DMOS (duty MOS) had less positive views
of such general issues as reenlistment, job satisfaction, and work morale.
The same survey also showed that challenge, interest, and Importance of

A present duties was the best predictor of reenlistment for first-term sol-
diters.

Yet David Gotleib in another paper given at the OSD/ONR conference, "At-
trition: The Absorption and Integration of Newcomers", presents a differ-
ent point of view in his analysis, which was based on survey work with
college students and full time employed youth. Gotleib says that, "given
rising expectations of the young and a decline in career opportunities
which match expectations, an escalation in restlessness and mobility wit
more and more of the young taking more and more of their lifetime in de-
ciding upon and an acceptable self-concept and an acceptable accommodation
with their society." The implication for the military is that, since to-

* day's youth are taking more time to settle down, and mature, perhaps the
* . Army should be recruiting an older, more stable, first-term soldier. Data

* presented in Human Readiness Report IV shows that the Army has stablized
- reenlistment rates at approximately 20 percent since 1975. When compared

with the seven most important reasons for leaving the service (table
2), as previously stated, it is only possible for the Army to affect three

.e of the reasons.
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As possible solutions to the attrition problem Gotleib points to re-
3erch in work satisfaction: "The more evidence of achievement and
i:*-evement recognition, the greater the likelihood of career satisfaction
nd career stability." In addition, he would try to eliminate the boredom

fictors. Indeed, in the 1977 Command Climate Survey the most important
-' reason given by career soldiers for not reenlisting (11.6 percent) was the

amount of busy work, harassment, and extra duties. The next biggest reason
- (8.3 percent) was the proverbial complaints about discipline, haircuts, and

appearance.

The foregoing analysis suggest certain conclusions:

a. Assist the soldier in understanding and identifying with the
Army's objectives and goals.

b. Demonstrate to the soldier that his/her immediate supervisors
are concerned about his/her welfare.

c. Place people in situations where they can achive goals that are
meaningful to them.

d. Provide a supportive environment where the individual's train-
ing is properly utilized and rewarded.

e. Understand that reenlistment rates will probably remain low
for first-term soldiers.

f. Begin recruiting older, mature first-term soldiers.

Training Implications

The Army Administration Center in its 10th monograph, A Survey of
Soldiers' Opinions (1977) surveyed 2383 soldiers from E-1 to 0-6. A num-
ber of the survey questions dealt directly with the relationship of train-

ing to the individual and unit. Since the survey results have been re-
leased, several serious methodological flaws have been discovered. For

* ×xample, senior personnel are overrepresented and some of the questions

were ambiguous or misleading. The restlts, however, used with proper
caution, can give the Army some important insights for the implications
-f training.

How important is training to the unit? In an attempt to assess the
.,,act of training on the unit morale and job satisfaction, item 14 of the
'"jrvev asked whether, "Meaningful training can provide a remedy for prob-
lems of motivation, morale, and job satisfaction for you." Response cate-
,ories ranged from strongly agree (5) to strongly disagree (1). That
training is considered important is demonstrated by a mean response of

T. The next charts show the responses broken out by rank.
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14. MEANINGFUL TRAINING CAN PROVIDE A REMEDY FOR PROBLEMS OF MOTIVATION,

MORALE, AND JOB SATISFACTION FOR YOU.

S AGREE
STRONGLY

S'..+ .l4 AGREE
S-'C

3 NEUTRAL

2 DISAGREE

1 DISAGREE
STRMG6LY

01 02 03 04 05 06
4.15 4.36 4.10 3.83 4.00 3.73

14. MEANINGFUL TRAINING CAN PROVIDE A REMEDY FOR PROBLEMS OF MOTIVATION,

MORALF, AND JOB SATISFACTION FOR YOU.

- S AGREE
STromfOy

-4 AGREE

3 -0-

2 DISAGREE

I DISAGREE* ".' SDQSAREEY
.STOTCV

El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9

3.33 3.79 3.93 3.89 4.12 4.17 4.20 4.28 4.33
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ese data suggest that soldiers, irrespective of rank, %.:ant me -:I
[ rining. However, in item 22, they were presented the stit.Ment: ' :,:,

-i:- so many 'andatorv (other than training) requirements from a',ve, !,-it

%i.r -rganization is not able to do the training needed to insurf c.rn 't

-ready/effectiveness. They replied in an agree strongly (1) scale to di5-

igree strongly (5) scale; the mean was 2.7. Tnhe breakout by rank (tl-

elw) seems t:, show that the people responsible for training fe.'l much

nore strongly aboiit the issue than those above who are -. 'p,-si--,P the

22. '71PERE ARE SO MANY MA-NMATORY (OTHER THAN TRAINING) REQUIRFMFNTS F"A'm

ABOVF, THAT YOt-R ORGANIZATION IS NOT ABLE TO DO THE TRAINING 'N DD TO

TNq'RE COMBAT READY/EFFECTIVENESS.

5 NS1S5E
ST .;, 'SLY

4 ZiA ;EE

3 E rrT74L

.- ".J

0 2 03 C4 05 1

2.31 2.13 2.55 2.78 2.31 2

-. 1:
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22. THERE ARE SO MANY MANDATORY (OTHER THAN TRAINING) REQUIREM{ENTS FROM

ABOVE, THAT YOUR ORGANIZATION IS NOT ABLE TO DO THE TRAINING NEEDED TO
INSURE COMBAT READY/EFFECTIVENESS.

5 DISAGREE
SI RG!NGLY

4 DISAGREE

3 NEUTRAL

-2 AGREE

1 AGREE
STR'3WNLY p p p t II

El E2 F3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9
2.33 2.88 2.93 2.79 2.71 2.62 2.78 2.38 3.12

Moreover, the data tend to be supported by responses to the following
three questions. Respondents were asked to choose the three activities

most important to their seniors, to their subordinates, and to themselves.

The comparison contrasts support for training at varying levels of command.
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THE ACTIVITIES MOST IMPORTANT TO YOUR SENIORS ARE:

Frequency of Response

1 I. V ?hicular or weapon system maintenance 1270

2 '-'nit operational missions 998

3. Individual, squad, or team training 664

. Physical training 664

'. Command inspection 626

. ? st )r installation support 602

7. Platoon, company, or battalion training 595

, ''nit administration 537

'. Drug/alcohol abuse prevention or control 531

10. Co.munity relations 252

1I. Other 122
6823 of maximum 7146

*7. THF ACTIVITIES MOST IMPORTANT TO YOUR SUBORDINATES ARE:

Frequency of Response

1 i Tndividual, squad, or team training 1224

2. Vehicular or weapon system maintenance 880

3. Unit operational missions 879

4. Physical training 586

5. Platoon, company, or battalion training 586

S"~'nit advministration 573

*.7. C.,:c-nunitv relations 419

). Drug/alcohol abuse prevention or control 38q

.. 9. Post or installation support 347
r o

In. C>mmand inspection 274

i . Other 183

m .'. 6357 of maximum 71-
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*8. THE ACTIVITIES MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU ARE:

Frequency of Response

1. Individual, squad, or team training 1285

2. Vehicular or weapon system maintenance 1087

3. Unit operational missions 1042

4. Platoon, company, or battalion training 664

5. Physical training 612

6. Unit administration 611

7. Community relations 415

8. Drug/alcohol abuse prevention or control 397

9. Post or installation support 292

10. Command inspection 194

11. Other 149

6372 of maximum 7146

COMBINED RESPONSES (RANK ORDERED)

Senior Subordinate Self

1. Vehicular or weapon system maintenance 1 2 2

2. Unit operational 2 3 3

3. Individual, squad or team training 3 1 1

4. Physical training 4 4 5

5. Command inspection 5 10 10

6. Post or installation support 6 9 9

7. Platoon, company or battalion training 7 5 4

8. Unit administration 8 6 6

9. Drug/alcohol abuse prevention or control 9 8 8

10. Community relations 10 7 7

11. Other 11 11 11
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The tables illustrate that more senior personnel in the chain of commanl
-. i.ive differing priorities than to their subordinates.

This finding was further verified through the responses to Ouie. tion 4,
in whim7h they were again given 3 choices.

* *4. THE GREATEST OBSTACLES TO TRAINING ARE:

Frequency of Response

Personnel turbulenze and under-staffing 889

Command directed activities 774

Resouarce (money, fuel, ammo) constraints 762

Post support requirements 726

Inadequate training management 719

S-iortage of capable NCOs 647

General administration 563

Maintenance 555

People programs 425

Shortage of training areas 310

Other 169

6539 of maximum

A major problem illustrated by the data is that the first choice rev'civ
.round the issues of personnel turbulence and under-staffing which are :-.t
mutually compatible. In fact, "shortage of capable NCOs," may encompass
Sunderstaffing, by eliminating personnel turbulence, one can see that zen-
nand-directed activities are viewed as the most important problem. This
!; iinAerscored by responses to item 22 concerning tne effects on trainin cf
:ritrv requirements from above. In addition the Army Training Study re-

",s, asked to rank-order the obstacles to both unit and individu:l

rank post support and command-directed activities as the most

-> tacle to training.

U. r, p Survey suggests that good training not only aids in

-. :t readiness but it also can be an important factor in

* v .-tlvation. The Army's investment in training devices
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such as REALTRAIN, SCOPES, and MILES provides an important vehicle for more
realistic training. The Army Research Institute tests in 1976 and 1977 both
in CONUS and USAREUR with REALTRAIN demonstrated that "REALTRAIN squads ex-
hibited an enhanced capability to accomplish their mission following engage-
ment simulation training." The tests also showed that REALTRAIN provided
psychological rewards leading to increased job satisfaction, troop morale,
and motivation. The Army Training Study Survey (see Gaming/Simulation,
Chapter II, this volume) seemed to say that soldiers did not like this
form of training device. However, through correlation analysis, it was
discovered that those who had used this method were extremely pleased with it.

A conclusion that may be drawn here is:

a. REALTRAIN and other simulation devices should be given a high pri-
ority for training.

b. A supportive environment for training in its use and then proper

utilization must be developed.

In the course of the Army Training Study's search to measure the
importance and effect of training on other than readiness issues, other
survey efforts are underway in the Army: the Organizational Effectiveness

Training Center and the Human Readiness Development branch of DCSPER are
both conducting tests on the mental health of the Army. The issue of train-
ing is treated only peripherally in both surveys. When analysis is complet-

ed, however, they should give the Army a better idea of how the various
aspects of morale, job satisfaction, leadership, and communication fit to-
gether.

Having studied the trainers, a logical extension of the ARTS survey is a

need to survey the attitudes of the products of Army training. This would
include individual soldiers as well as noncommissioned soldiers who are
products of NCOES and officers in the career schooling system. Separate
survey instruments should be used to differentiate between those who train
in the unit and those in the institution.

Surveys should also be developed to tie together the various efforts at

such diverse agencies as: ARI; MODD, MILPERCEN; Human Resources Develop-
ment, DCSPER; OETC; the Army Study Program, OCSA; and DCST, TRADOC to learn
how the various aspects of job satisfaction, morale, motivation, and train-

ing complement one another. Significant data collection plans will also
have to be developed to gather data for the improvement of the BTM. Improv-

ing training readiness in an efficient manner is our goal. The survey
effort mounted at ARTS has shown that there is a reasonable amount of data
available. However, the data has no common linkage; the Army must strive to

use its research tools to better meet its goals.
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